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I. IntroduCtion

A. Scope and Purpose of the Training Packet

,This training packet, developed at the Language and Orientation Resource

Center (LORC) of the Center for Applied Linguistics upon request by the Office

of Refugee Resettlement, is to be used as a trainers' manual in offering tech-

nical assistance and teacher training to refugee English as a Second Language

(ESL) programs. It was developed to enable trainers and potential traiters to

begin providing, at the state and Local levels, the same type of technical

assistance and staff development support services to refugee ESL programs that

LORC (which operated under a natipnal,demonstration grant) had.46en providing in

the past.

To develop this training packet, LORC convened a working session, Apri+----

21-23, 1982 in Washington, D.C., oOmposed4of experienced professionals in the

field of refugee ESL and teacher training/staff development, as well as repre-

sentatives from the Office of Refugee Resettlement. i concurrent working

session to develop a training packet for Cultural Orientation (CO)...was also

held, and attended by a similar group of professionals in that field.

The result of the ESL working session, Which follows, focuses On how to

conduct training and what areas of concern trainers may be asked to address. In

addition, resources are indicated and discussed.. This training packet ie in no

way a dfinitive method or approach to ESL training and/or technical alpistance,

but a synthesis of the experience, knowledge, and priorities of the following

people who worked to develop it.

Michele Burtoff

(principal writer)

Wayne Meyerson

Language and Orientation ResOurce Center

Center for Applied Linguistics

Washington, DC

Dept. of Adult EducatLon

Oregon State Universit'

Corvallis, OR



Russ Jalbert

Autumn Keltner

Nick Itiemer Center for Applied Linguistics

West Coast Office

Pasadena, CA

Anne Lomperis-More Center for Applied Linguistics

Southeast Regional Office

Satellite Beach,diPL

Tipawan Q. Seed Northwest Educational Cooperative

Arlington Heights, IL

Office of Refugee Resettlement

Regicm

Boston, MA

Adult ind Continuing Education

San Diego Community College District

San Diego, Ck

K. Lynn Savage Centers District

San Francisco Community College District

San Francisco, CA

Linda Smith Southeast Asia Regional Service Center

Center for Applied Linguistics

Washington, DC

Synthia Woodcock 'Language and Orientation Resource Center

Center for Applied Linguistics

Washington, DC

O. Target Audience Qualifications
a

As mentioned in Part A above this packet is intended for use by trainers and

potential trainers in order to provide staff development and other assistance to

refugee ESL prograis. For purposes of developing this packet, the participants

identified the trainer as Someone with the following characteristics:
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- I. teaching experience

i.e., a minimum of 2-3 years teaching ESL in _mar situation (including

abroad, in a university, in a refugee program, with adult education

experience preferred)

ESL background

i.e., formal ESL training at the college or university level. This may

A.ndlude a B.A., M.A., or H.A.T. in ESL. It also may inClude a cer-

tificate training oourse, or such training as is provided by Peace

Corps.

Cross-cultural experience or training

i.e., axperience,living and/or traveling abroad or a program ,or course

of study in cross-cultural communication, sociology, and/or cultural

anthropology.

Adult education teaching experience

i.e., experience tasching adults in adult basic education:continuing

education, and/or community college programs, with adult ESL experience

preferred.

- TraThing experience

i.e., exPerience in training colleagues and/or peers. This may include

presenting local workshops and demonstrations, or observing and eval-

uating other teachers.

- Experience with refugees

i.e., experience in working with ref4gees whether as a teacher, tutor,

sponsor, service provider, or oommu y volunteer.

Although someone with only a few of th e.. above Characteristics may be able to

benefit from this training manual, a trainer or potential trainer should possess
H

all of the above mentioned Characteristics in order tcv fully understand and

benefit fro the exa,les and information that follow. It is important to

stress this point. In trying to make the manual as clear and usable as

possible, the information is brief and the examples simplified; thus, it is

necessary for the trainer to rely heavily on his/her knowledge of the content

areas and related experience.
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C. field Study and Recommendations

' In Awe, 1982, a field study of.this manual was conducted at one-day

workshops at various sites aroUnd the country: Region I (Boston), Region II

(New York City), Region iv (Atlanta), Region V (Chicago) and Region VII (Kansas

City). Although a true field-test of this manual wai an ideal goal, this was

not possible. In addition to the fact that the actual presentation of the

workshop varied depending on the participants ghd the individual facilitators,

workshop participants did not have the chance to use the manual to plan and con-

duct actual training sessions of their own. Therefore, the trial sesdions held

are being referred to as field ittudies. At this point it is important to stress

that it is only the workshop leaders of these trial sessions who can give true

and complete evaluations of the manual: they are the only ones who have actually

uied the manual to plan and execute training workshops. Workshop participants

were trained in how to use the manual, but as of this writing have yet to use it

to conduct training. Thus, the true effectiveness of this manual has yet to be

tested. Keeping this in mind, a synthesis of the comments and rec6mmendation8

of both the field study leaders and participants follows.

/n general, the reaction to the manual and its usefulness was quite posi-

tive. All agreed that there is no other manual aimed specifically at, the ESL,

trainer. Even experienced trainers, who'normally employ a training process and

activities similar to those described in this manual, voiced their contentment

of the fact that the process is now in print for all to read and 'reflect upon.

,One point of contention uncovered in the field study was whether an induc-

tive or deductive 4pproachlto the process of iraining be used. Section III of

the manual employs an inductive approach: that is, examples of workshops which

employ 4 specific process of training (and learning) are presented before the

Process of training itself is described in a sample workshop. Some field study

participants (as well as some field study leaders) reported that they (would)

feel more comfortable with a deductive approach: that is, they wouldlike the

process explained and demonstrated before other examplmt and applications are

given. Therefore, users of this manual may wish to read (and employ) example,

2.c in Section IMA. (page 21) before any of the other examples in that,section.
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The field study also underscored some areas in which the manual is lacking.

Some participants would have liked to have had more information on group dyna-

mics and interpersonal relations included in the manual. This kind of knowledge

and information would help a trainer deal with the resistance and hostilities

,which are sometimes encountered when providing training and technical aisis-'

tance. Another area perhaps overlooked by the developerS of the manual was

pointed out in a suggestion by one participant Who felt that there is an addi-

tional stage in the training process (as described in III.A. "Levels of Learn-

ing"). This stage consists of awareness building and may be labeled the

"gre-knowledge" stage. More specifically, the effective trainer must make

leathers, aware of theii,need for certain knowledge before'this Icnowledge can be

presented and effectively learned for skills development. Therefore, users of

this manual may'want, to include this "pre-knowledge" stage when designing

training sessions.

Another useful suggestion came from a participant who, in addition to the

information in Section VI of this manual, wanted other ,participants to indicate

their specific areas of expertise on a special sign-up sheet to later be distri-

buted to all participants. This is a useful technique that atrainer may use

for buiiding local resource networks.

-participants-tend leaders) felt that the usefuinesi

of the manual would be greatly minimized if there were no concommitant training

session on how to %Ise the manual. However, this point could not be truly deter-

mined since there was no Control group that receivod the manual'alone (without

the training session). 'However,' the bsngth of the training session required for

effective use of the manual was an area of great discussion.

All.the field study training sessions were conducted in day-long

(approximately 6 hours) workshops. Most of the participants felt that this was

too long and intense. Some would have liked the training to be conducted in two

3-4 hour sessions (ideally on non-consecutive days 843 that what was learned

could be internalized). Others, More experienced, would have liked only one 3-4

hour session. Still others would have like one 14 day session devoted to the

content areae of training and another separate 1/2 day session devoted to the

training process. Of course, the ideal length and organization of such a

training sessAn would greatly depend on the level and experience of the par-

ticipants.



y leader, would like to thank all the participants in Regions

I, II, IV, V and yu for their insights, comments, recommendations, and coopera-

tion. It is hoped that the recommendation and suggestions given here will aid

trainers in using this manual more effectively in 'the future.

D. Organization a the Packet

This training packet has been organized to give as much information as pos-
.

sible (including examples and resourdes) in a manageable number of pages. It

consists of six sections: an introduction, Aiefinitions of technical assistance,

a description of the keys to effective training, topics of concern to the

trainer, the planning and presentations of workshops, and a discussion of

resources. It also has too appendices: samples and hand-outs, and a

bibliography.

Section II discusses the types of technical aesistance the trainer may be

asked to provide, while Section III provides a description of the process of

training (with examples-) based on 4 model of adult learning. Trainers will

find this section an essential key to effectiveness. Section IV focuses on the

topics of concern to the ESL clients; i.e., it outlines the content areas in
.

which the trainer may be asked tqrovide assistance. Section V presents the

steps involved in giving worksho and presentations, from planning to follow-up.

And section VI provides the train r with some basic resources, and information

on how to access them. There also are two appendices: Appendix A consists of

samples of materials referred to in the manual which are not readily available

from other sources, while Appendix B is a bibliography Of materials referred to

in Ihe packet which can be obtained directly from the source.

Of the six sections, the trainer will find Section III to be the core of the

manual. It is.this section that provides the trainer with the basis co which to

develop any training session, regardless of topic. In addition, Section III is

rthe content that should be taught and focused upon when training other

tential) trainers. The other sections, while containing some valuable and

pertinent information, do not require extensive demonstration, explanation, or

discussion; they may simply be read.
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II. Definitions of Technical Assistance

11

Technics assistance (Thl. generally consists of providing information,

resources, kcomrnendationa, and materials for ESL programs and the individuals

(both teacher and administrators) involved in these programs. Technical

assistance Ma )be provided through am-site demonstration or explanation at con-

ferences or workshops, and/or during program visitations and telephone consulta-

tions. This manual focuses on the workshop as the major mode of technical

assistance.

This section describes ft:Ur major types of technical assistance (i.e., needs

assessment, program design, staff development, and program analysis) that the

trainer may be asked to provide, with an overview of each.

A. Needs Assessment

One type of technical assistance often requested is needs assessment. Needs

assessment is an on-going process, and may be conducted prior to organizing an .

ESL program, as well as during its implementation. It consists of identifying

the target ESL community by describing its size, number of languages ,repre-

sented, and various demographic characteristics in order to determine what type

and size of program, if eny, is needed. ,Nhen conducted on an ongoing basis,,it

is used to ascertain the effectiveness of instructional and support services

currently being provided. Needs assessment may be conducted through question-

naires, as well as structured interviews with social service agencies, students,

teachers, business people, government agencies (e.g., ORR), and/or any other

community groups likely to be impacted by the limited En h -speaking papule-

tion. It is important to remember, however, that any nemds assessment should

also address input from the targetcomthunity. Thus, intarviews of the target

community should be conducted in the native language and questionnaires should

be bilingual (or multi-lingual, as the case may be). For samples of both stu-

dent and community needs assessment surveys, see Appendix A: 1 and #2.

For further information on needs assessment in ESL, see Nuckingham, Needs

Assessment in ESL, in Appendix S.
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B. Program Design

A Second focus of technical assistance may be assisting programs in devel-

oping,and/or modifyihq an instructional plan Which specifically addresses the

needs and goals of the target population. 'No different'examples of program

designs are included in Appendix A: .#3 and #4.

For further discussion of program design, see Section IV.A.3 (page 26) of

this manual.

C. Staff Development/Teacher Training

Technical assistance in the area of staff development/teacher training is

the) primary function of the trainer, and is the type of assistance most often

requested by ESL coordinators and administrators. For that reason, a major part

of this training manual: is aimed at assisting the trainer in providing technical

assistance for this purpose.

Staff development/teacher training is usually conducted at on-site work-

shops, or at statewide and/or regional conferences. However, it may aldo be

provided through individualized consultations.

The trainer may be asked to conducworkshops and respond to questions on

such topics as testing, teaching pronunciation, ESL methodology, curriculuin

design, materials, vocational ESL, and ESL/Literacy among others. Therefore,

to be of maximum effectiveness, the trainer must have a 'Wealth of information

and resources at his/her fingertips. A good starting point is to access the

4 LORC Refugee Education Guides available through ERIC, listed in Appendix B.

Most of those guides contain a selected bibliography for further reading.

D. Program Analysis

A fourth type of technical assistance is program analysis, which can be done

at the'local, state, and/or regional level. A program analysig is for the

purpose of determining the overall effectiveness of a program, usually for the

benefit of the program (not the funding source), in order to find out where

iMprovement (if any) is needed; it is not a student or teacher evaluation.



Similar in content to 'an internal evaluation, a program analysis consists of

gathering information,through questionnaires, stryctured interviews, ana/or

obeervations. For further discussion on the types of information-needed, see

Sections III.A.2.b (page 19) and IV.A.8 (page 31) of this manual.

r,
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III. Keys to Effective Training

A. Levels of Learning

The most important concept to keep in mind When training adults, whether

these adults are students, classroom instructors, or staff developers, is that

effective- learning, like effective teaching, moves through levels or stages.

Qrekore, for maximum effectiveness, all instruction should aspire to lead

the adult learner through those stages. Adult learningconsists, minimally,

of the following four stages (levels):

1. knowledge

2. comprehension

3. application

4. synthesid

Stage 1, the knowledge level; oonsists,of clearly, imparting to the learn-

ers the oontent to be mastered. This may be accomplished through lecture,

through a process of identification or definition9nd/or, probably most effec-

tively, through demonStration/example.

Stage 2, the comPrehension level', is a restatement in the learne

words of the knowledge gained during Stage 1. Thus, during this stage

trainers may guide the learners to re-state what was presented in Stage if

'end/or to give other relevant examples.

Stage 3, the application phase, is the demonstration of the learners'

ability to use what was learned during the previous stages in a controlled

situation. This is usualtY done, for example, by asking the learners to take

part in a hands-on activity, and actually demonstrate their-knowledge by pert

forming a specific task.

Stage 4, the synthesis phase, oonsists of drawing together all of the oom-

ponents of what has been learned and applying this knowledge in a new and

different Setting. This cap be done by discussion and/or problem-solving..

1 1
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The levels of learning ,outlined above form only one possible ro::del of the

stages required for learning. An example of a very well-known ttode4 Bloom's

taxonomy of learning, is included in Appendix A: #5. Since adherence to the

levels of adult learning 1A0u1 essential key to being an effective trainer,

the rest of 'this section is devoted to examples of the stages described above

applied to content areas that the trainer will most likely encounter in

his/her training endeavors. The first two exaffeles (1.a, 1.b) are appropriate

for use in En teacher training. The last three examples (2a, 2b, 2c) are for

use in staff development training, i.e., in the training of potential

trainers.
r
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1. Examples for Use in ESL Teacher Training

The too examples indIuded here aro intended as sample workshop/

presentation outlines (with relevant activities) in content areas that may be

.requested by ESL teachers: (A) textbook selection and evaluation and

(3) teaching ESL to coMpetencies. Please note that each of the following
workshop/presentation outlines is based on the levels of adult learning

discussed above. For thksteps listed at each level, relevant training activi-

ties are described.

a. Textbook Selection and Evaluation

In conducting teacher training, a commonly-requested topic is teaching

materials, especially textbooks. Both teachers and teachers-in-training want

to know what books are available, and which ones are best for their class.

Rather than lecturing on text materials, the trainer may wish to instruct

teachers on selecting and eValuating their adn texts.

Stage 1 (Knowledge)

Textbook selection and evaluation consists of the following steps:

(1) Identifying the needs of the students

= Elicit from the participants their students' goals and language

'needs and record them an the blackboard, newsprint, or whatever

else is available.

(2) Identifying potential texts ,

7 Elicit known titles from the participants (adding other titles

unknown to them) and list theM on the blackboard.

2 *
(3) Determining procedures or guideiines for reviewing texts and

drafting a text review form

Elicit suggestions from participants as to the essential ele-

ments in the review of a text. For example, approach (struc-

tural, situational; notional/functional, competency-based)

level (liginning, intermediate, advanced), number of exercises

and activities, clear instructions and lay-out, and cost. List

the elements that the group comrs up with on the blackboard. '

Prioritise these elements and draft a text review form (or

checklist). For more information on text selection, see:

- Section IV.A.6 (page 30) of this manual.

- Samples in Appendix A: #6 and #7.'

- Article ca text evaluation in Celce-Murcia and MacIntosh,

eds. Teaching English aa a Second or.Foreign Language

(Appendix B).

1 3



(4) Reviewing the texts

Choose one of the text titles elicited from the participants
previously, and have the participants review it according to
the text review form (or checklist).

(5) Selecting the text

- Have participants or groups of participants give reasons as.to
why they would or would not select this text.

Stage 2 (Comprehension)

(1) Elicit from the participants_the numb er of steps involved in
selecting and evaluating a text.

(2) Ask participants to order these steps.

Stage 3 (Epplication)

The app/ication phase nay consist of a case study. Thus, the trainer

should supply the participants with:

- the dharacteristics (i.e.,,goals and Language needs) of a
hypothetical group of students.'

three potential texts

- a text review form

The trainer should then ask the participants, either individually or
in groups, to review the texts and select one, giving appropriate
reasons.

Stage 4 (Synthesis)

Have the participants, either individually or in groups:

- list dharacteristics (goals and language needs) of their aim

students.

- identify potential texts for these students.

- establish procedures andtdraft their own review form.

- review each of the books identified by completing the form.

- select an appropriate text.

Note: In all training sessions, the trainer should circulate among the groups
of participants during *hands-on" activities in order to ensure that the task is

understood and to refocus groups, if necessary. In addition, the trainer should

establish an exact time frame for the task and alert participants when the time
period is nearly over.

1,3



b. Teaching ESL to Competencies

The most common practice among ESL teachers has been to base and
sequence their lessons on grammatical objectives% However, this does not meet
the needs of the refugee adult who mast function in an English-speaking
environment almost immediately. As a result,.competency -based (task-oriented)
ESL teaching is becoming more widespread in adult ESL classes.

Stage 1 (Knowledge)

(1) Request participants to read LORC Refugee Education Guide, Adult
Education Series #12, "Teaching ESL to Competencies" (Appendix s)
prior to the workshop, or at least have the guide available at the
workshop.

- Elicit main points as outlined in the Guide.

(2), Identify a Language situation appropriate to the needs of a specific
group of students. For example, students with basic survival needs
must be able to deal with health, which may include going to a phar-
macy or gettihg a prescription filled.

- Elicit some Language situations from the participants.

(3) Prior to workshop, trainer should tape a sample of natural Lan-
guage appropriate to needs of'student. For example, one can tape
an exchange with a pharamacist when getting a prescription filled.

OR

'Trainer may ask the participants
filled.

(4) Trainer identifies the competency
language from the activity in #3;
newsprint, according to the chart
(pp. 13-17).

Stage 2 (Compreheneion)

Trainer asks the participants to provide the remaining functional Lan-
guage from the above situation by:

to role-play getting a presCription

and records some of the functional
above, on the blackboard or
in Adult Education Guide #12

(1) providing participants with hand-outs of an "empty" chart (from
Guide #12) and having them complete it either individually or in
pairs. 5

OR

(2) asking participants to orally provide the remaining functional
language to be taught, while recording it on the blackboard or
newsprint.

1 5



Stage 3 (Application)

The trainer may now provide another survival situation (for example,

making an appointment), in the form of a tape or dialogue, and divide

the participants into groups. Each group is given an empty competency

chart (from Guide #12), and then each group:

(1) chooses a perion to act as the recorder.

(2) identifies the competencies and related functional language rele-

vant to the situation.

(3) reports back to the larger group (for oomparison and feedback).

Stage.4 (Synthesis)

Now have the participants, in different groups, provide the situation

and:

- role play the situation.

- identify the competencies and related functional language.

- report badk to the large group for feedback and discussion.



2., Exa les for Use in Staff Development Training

The three following sample workshop/presentation outlines are intended
for use with training other potential trainers. Please note that each of the
following examples is based on the previously described levels of adult learn -
lng, and that the last example (2c) presents the levels (stages) of learning as
the topic (content) to be taught and learned. Again, relevant training activi-

ties are described at each stage.

a. Needs Assessment

As mentioned in Section II, local needs assessment is a type of tech-
nical assistance that trainers are often asked to provide. A needs assessment
may address community needs in terms of an ESL program, staff development needs,
or curriculum needs, among others. The example given here is for the purpose of
assessing staff development needs.

Stage 1 (Knowledge)

The following questions should be addressed by the trainer with as
much input from the participants as possible.

(1) What is needs assessment?

Needs assessment usually consists of a survey instrument Which
reflects the needs of the staff in order to make a program more
effective. For effective staff development to occur, a climate
of openness, acceptance and trust must be established. Staff/
teachers must be actively involved in the process, recognize

.learning needs, identify tasks that they must perform, and assess
their awn competence. The most desirable instrument is one that
is clear, concise, and reflects areas of staff growth rather than,
admission of deficiencies. The tone should reflect what would
make theetaff more effective rather than what dkills they are
lackingi

(2) Nhy,conduct a maeds assessment?

- To be successful, any staff development' activity (e.g.t teacher
training workshop) should be geared to the staff's interests
and needs.

(3) When should you do needs assessment?

An early step in staff development should be any assessment of
staff needs in relation to those of the students. /deaily, a
survey instrument ie distributedPwell ahead of time (forsexample,
two or three months in advance), ihi a coordinated schedule of
training activities can be planned. However, if this is not poe-
sible, a survey can be conducted a week or two in advance of a
4orkshop/pre9entation, or, informally, as the initial step of
a workshop/presentation.

(4) How do you do needs assessment?

- As mentioned earlier, needs assessment is often conducted through
the use of a surveil? instrument. (See Appendix A: #8 for sample

instrument.) Elicit other,methods from the participants.

1.J 17



Response should include suggestions such as:

program/classroom observation

interviews with administrators, c9uns.lors, teachers, and stu-
dents, which can be conducted infrjnally via telephone, if
necessary.

reviewing evaluation forms (comp ted by administrators, .peers, *

or students)

- The results of this needs assessment may then be placed in rank

order and a plan developed for addressing them.

(5) What should be included in needs assessment?

- Distribute sample survey instrument (Appendix A: 48) and elicit

from the participants suggestions for adding or deleting infor-

mation fro that instrument so that it suits the participants'

particular needs. Write the suggestions on the blackboard.
These suggestions may include, for example, size of class, level
of class, ethnic composition of class, students' goals and needs,

textbook currently being used, amount of ESL training background,

rate of absenteeism, etc.
4,

Stage 2 (Comprehension)

(1) Elicit from partitipants five differeat ways of assessing staff

development needs.

(2) Ask participants to list at least ten questions that should be asked

in a needs assessment survey.

Stage 3 (Application)

The application phase may consist of a case study. For example:

(1) Provide participants with the general characteristics of a progsam,
giving minimal information such as characteristics of students,
teacher background, and program size.

(2) Have participants, either individually or in groups, develop an

instrument to assess the staff development needs of the staff in the

above program. 10

Stage 4 (Synthesis)

Organize the participants into different groups, and have.them establish

characteristics of a program drawn from the protrams they represent.

Then have them develop a needs assessment form.to gauge staff develop-

ment needs. 1r

Note: If participants will be training classroom teachers, not Other potential

trainers, refer them to Section IV.A.2 (pegs 25) of this manual on conducting a

student needs assessment, and have them develop an instrument for that purpose,

following the four stages of learning.
18 1



b. Program Analysis

\
Program analysis is still another type of technical assistance trainers

- are asked to provide. It consists of gathering information about a program in
order to determine its effectiveness. The following workshop plan is designed
to assist in training potential trainers to conduct a program analysis. For
;further information on conducting a program analysis, see Appendix A: #9.

Stage 1 (Knowledge)
-

In conducting a program analysis, the consultant/trainer has to gather
information. One of the issues is whether or not the information being
gathered is threatening or sensitive, the information-gathering strategy
should therefore be'selected accordingly. Inquiring as to how many stu
dente there are in a class, for example, is likely to be non-threaten-
ing, while asking whether or not student needs are being met by the
program may well be a sensitive issue: The oonsultant can use a too-
step procese:

(1) Determine irthe information being sought is sensitive/threatening.

b\\__ (2) Choose an appropriate strategy.

Kind of Information Strategy Instrument

Threatening indireCt informal observation
formai observation

Non-threatening direct interview
questionnaire

- Elicit from the group Whether the gathering of the following infor-
mation is threatening or non-threatening, keeping in mind that the
same piece of information may be threatening bo one program but not
to another.

Kind of information:

- Number Of clesses/teachers
- Textbook used
- Effectiveness, of teaching
- Success in meeting student goals

Stage 2 (Comprehension)
_

(1) Have participants give an example of:

a) threatening information
b) non-threatening information

(2) Have participants identify a strategy and instrument for the
examples given in 1a and lb above.
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Stage 3 (Apklication)

The application phase may consist.of a case study. Por example:

(1) Provide participants with six pieces of information that are
deeired, i.e., three threatening and three non-threatening.

(2) Divide participants into groups and ask them to analyze each item
in order to determine the appropriate way tp.obtain the information.

Stage 4 (Synthesis)

Have participants worktin small groups to list 4-6 pieces of information
they would like to gather in a program analysis. Have them devise spe-

cific ways of getting each. They should report back to the larger group

for discussion and feedback.



c. Levels (Stages) of Adult Learning

In trainin
understand, and eah
an effective trainer.
these levels.

r po ential trainers,. it is important that they know,

ipulate each stage of adult learning in order to become
Thus, this final.example is intended for use in teaching

Stage 1 (Knowledge)

'(1) Present each of the four stages included in the levels of learning
and give a definition of each stage (see page 11). List the stagles

and definitions on the blackboard.

(2) Elicit (and/or provide) possible modes of presentation for each
stage (e.g., lecture, reading, demonstration, hands-on activity,

discussion, problem-solving)

Stage 2 (Comprehension)

(1) Erase the list and elicit the four stages from the participants and
ask them to re-state the definitions in their a4n worde.

(2) Ask participants to sequence the stages and match them with
Nom

modes/styles of presentation.

Stage 3 (Application)

In order to Apply the levels of learning, a content ararto which to
apply it is now needed. The trainer may recommend content topics such

, as *Textbook Evaluation and Selection" (see page 30) or "Multilevel
/Classroom Instruction" to the participants. For further information on

teaching in the multilevel classroom situation, see:

Section IV.B.4 (page 37) of this manual.

LORC, Adult Education Guide, #13, "ESL in the Multilevel Cl

(Appendix 13)

Elliot-Evans, L. and B.L. Sosna. "What GOes on in a Portable Multi -
level Classroom," Classroom Practices in AdUlt ESL. (Appendix B)

(1) Have participants, suggest a content area.

(2) Have participants (in groups) develop a workshop/presentation out-

line using the four stages of learning for the specific content

topic chosen.

Stage 4 (Synthesis)

Have participants discuss any problems ,.(and the possible solutions) they

had in working through the implementation of a workshop/presentation

using the four stages of learning.
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B. Skills of dri Effectiire Trainer and Consultant

A trainer is many things to his/her audience. It wouldbe impossible to
list all of the skills and cha \ acteristios needed So be an effective trainer.

*'11eMany of these skills can only acquired through experience. HOwever, some..of

the more important paracteristics are listed below, with explanations where -

necessary. *

The effective trainer exhibits',

1

1. Good.listening skills

Being Igood listener is important when =ducting any kind of
-,:training, but active listening skills are of primary importance in a

---- consultation (one-on-one) situation. Active listening skills may con-
sist of affirming what the speaker has said, clarifying ideas expressed
by the Speaker, and trying out the cptions determined by the speaker. .

2. good interpersonal relationships

Having good interpersonal relationships encompasses many different,.

but rslated skills. They may include:

inspiring trust and openness by being responsive and undefensive
when critized.

giving timely feedback.

being able to resolve conflict, which is usually achieved through
openness and giving feedback.

. having empathy, which involves respecting others' feelings and
feeling free to express your aan.

3. Flexibility
4

A trainer must be able to adjust the agenda and/or time schedule
(even at a moment's notice) to meet the situation and/or needs of the
audience.

4. Clarity

An effective trainer must be clear in explanations and activities.
In addition to giving examples as often as needed, this may include:

' being relevant (to audience's needs)

. making presentations simple

using a cleari strUctured progression to avoid overloading the
audience.

repeating key concepts by °giving periodic sUmmaries



5. Patience

6. h non-authoritarian attitude

!In effective trainer noimally facilitates activities with quiet

authority.

7. Hon-judgmental behavior

An effective trainer is able, b3 openly express personal opinions, but

does not impose these perso+l values or opinions on others.

Por more information on this topic,Isees

7 Davis, ,Planning,,Conductinq, aluatin Workshops.
- Escobar, Handbook for the ESL AB Administrator.

Both are cited in complete form.in Appendix B.
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IV. Topics of Concern

The preceding section oantained samples of trainkng activities in order to

elucidetthe procedures and.principles of training. However, there was little

discussion of the various topics (i.e., content areas) on which the trainer

might need to provide technical assistance. This section, therefore, iS devoted

to a discusiion cf both the program and classroom consperns that administrator,

coordinative and teaciters may wish the' trainer to address..

A. Program Concerns

1

This sub-section has been divided into eight shOrt sections, encompassing

most aspects of an-ESL programs outreach and recruitme t, intake and

assessment, program design, testing, ataffing, textbook Jevaluation and selec-

tion, staff development, and program evaluation.
1

1. Outreach and Recruitment

One of the areas of concern to a program,,is the process of locating

potential students in the 'community and informing them of the available ESL ser-

vices. In order to ensure that these seraces are accessible to as many stu-

dents as possible, outreach and recruitment stould be an integral part of a

program.

Por more detailed information on this, process, sems

- Harmon and Robinson (eds.). Outreach Itiformation and Referral.

(Appendix 13)

2. Intake and Assessment

Another area of concern in a program is the system of student intake and

,.;

assessment. The routine information requ sted during intake may be supplemented

by an assessment of student's needs in or r to plan instruction which is

,._

responsive to those needs. The student's family and cultural background, educe-
,

tion and training background, is well as work experience and employment status .
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should be taken into account. In additidn, the student's English and native

language proficiency, and educational and 'employment goals (both long and short

term) should be assessed.

A sample student needs igsessment survey form appears in Appendix K:

#10:* It is written in English; however, for maximum effectilieness, it should be

aistributed to the students in their native Language.

It maralso be advisable upon intake to orient the students on an imai-

vidual or group basis to the services the program currently provides. For

further information on this area of concern lee:

- Center for Applied Linguistics. Indochinese Students in U.S.

-Schools: A Guide for Administrators.

- -Escobar. Handbook for the ESL/ABE Administrators.

Both are in Appendix B.

3. Program Design

In order to design an effective program, the students'
t
need*, community

resources, as well as budgetary limitations, should be taken ilito consideration.

' To meet the students' needs, the pmogram may focus on different areas of ESL

0

0
instruction.

Generalfc speaking, ESL instruction for refugees may focus on one of six

- ESL/ Survival

- ESL/ Literacy

- ESL/ Basic Skills

- ESL/ General VbcAional

- ESL/ Occupation-Specific

- ESL/ Home Management
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The goals for each instructional area should be written in Measurable

performance-hased terms (see LORC Refugee Education Guide 02, "Teaching ESL to

Competencies," in Appendix B, available from ER/C). This should be done,at the

local level, in order to serve local needs. The following are some examples of

minimal competenciei based on some of the above instructional areas:

ESL/Survival:

The learner will be able to use the phone on a limited basis.

- The learner will be able to give personal inforMation.

ESL/Literaey:

- The learner will be familiar with left to right progression.

- The learner will be able to identify numbers and Letters.

ESL/General Vocational:

- The learner will be able to identify_ previous empl ment and

,iducation.

ESL/Rome Management:

- the learner.will demonstrate basid safety measures related to

the use of electrical appliances.

- The learner will know proper ways of disposing of garbage.

For further information, see:

- Harmon and Robinson (eds.). Vocational Training and Skills

Recertification.

4. Testing

Although testing may be a part of intake, it is an area of ongoing,con-

cern in a program. Two"areas of testing that programs may wish to address are

English language testing (both for placement and proficiency) and native-

language testing.
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Programs may choose to use either commercially available or teacher-made

tests for the purposes of placement and achievement. Commercially available

tests have the advantage of being formally reliable and malid. However,

teacher-made tests are practically valid in that they are more relevant to the

'individual program and course designs.

Teacher-made (and program-developed) tests haMe become quite widespread

in refugee ESL progams, since many of"the oommercial tests are written (i.e.,

not oral),, and too advanced for many of the adult refugee students, who have

minimal (if any) literacy skills. However, there are at least three new tests,

CASAS (San Diego Community College District), BEST (Center for Applied

Linguistics), HELP Test (Henderson and Moriarty) listed in Appendix B, which

were written for the basic level(s) and may therefore meet a need in the field.

For further information on placement, proficiency and achievement

testing and tests, see:

LORC, Refugee Education Guide, General Information Series #20, English

Language Testing

7.

- Dieterich,, T. and C. Freeman. A Linguistic GUide to.English

ProficiencyTesting in Schools

- Illinois ESL/Adult Education Service Center. "Internal English

Language Testing Program" (of the Illinois Adult Indochinese Refugee

ConiOrtium)

All are listed in Appendix B.

Native language testing provides valuable information for both placement

and course design pdrPopes. Knowing whether a student is literate, semi-

literate, or non-literate in his/her native language indicates aneed for

ESL/literacy instruction as well as for slower-paced aural/oral instruction.

For some native Language literacy tests see:

- Center for Applied Linguistics. Indochinese Students in U.S. Schools:

A Guide for Administrators. (pp. 55-68)
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-'Seward, Bernard. "Literacy Screening Questionnaire."

- Henderson, C. and P. Moriarty. The HIELP Test. (native Language

component)

All are listed in Appendix B.

5. Staffing

Staffing ii always an area of great concern to programs, since the suc-

cess of any program depends greatly on the, instruCtional, paraprofessional, and

support staff. Any staffing plan must take the size, objectives, and budget of

the program into consideration.

Job descriptions for all staff,ihould be developed before-hiring. Job

descriptions Aky include, minimally, qualifications (i.e., education and

experience), duties, hours (i.e., full- or part-time), and salary ranges. Job

descriptions should reflect the skills/experience available in the (local)

community.

Paraprofessional staff may include bilingual tutors or aides. Bilingual

staff can provide invaluable services such as native-language intake, testing,

and needs assessment. In addition, bilingual staff may be utilized in native -

language orientation, counseling, and social service referrals. It is important

to recognize that bilingual support staff not be regarded as mere Language

translators, but as interpreters of culture in order to bridge any cross -

cultural gaps that may exist. In addition to a job description, recruitment

sources for bilingual staff should be identified before hiring.

Volunteers can be considered an integral part of a staffing plan.

Although they are not 'salaried, volunteers should be treated as a part of the

staff, and thus be given job descriptions. Volunteers, whether working within

an established program or proViding a total program themselves, can fill many

roles. They may provide, for example, community orientation, transportation,

and/or tutorial services, among other things.
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For further information about staff job descriptions, and the role of

volunteers, see:

- Escobar, Handbook for the ESL/ABE Administrator.

- LORC, Refugee Education Guide Adult Series #10, "Teaching English to

Refugee Adults: A Guide for Volunteers, Volunteer Coordinators, and

Tutors.'

Both are listed in Appendix B.

6. Textbook Evaluation and Selection

Although the process of textbook evaluation has been described pre-

viously (see pp. 13-14) in this manual, it is included as a topic here due to

its importance in effective program delivery. Textbook selection must take intO

consideration students' needs and curriculum objectives as well as the teacher's

experience and teaching style.

In addition to supplementary texts, more than one 15;:ic text might be

considered to provide both variety and flexibility. Some important selection

criteria follow:

- Is real-life language used in the text?

- Does the oontent of the text appeal to adults?

- Is the presentation Lkli-out) clear, legible, and pleasing?

- Is there a clearlp,written teacher's guide?

- Does the text allow for simple adaptation and supplementation?

- Is the cost reasOnable?

For further information on textbook selection and materials, see:

- Section of this manual (p. 13)

- Appendix A: #6 and #7

- Section IV.B.1 of this manual (p. 32)
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7. Staff Development

A. mentioned previously, the competency of the staff has direct bearing

on the effectiveness of a program. The program administrator or coordinator

may, therefore, wish to plan on-going in-service and staff trainingactivities

which would enable the staff to upgrade their knowledge and skills.

Such staff development activities should be oompatible,with the needs of

the staff (see pp. 17-18 and Appendix A: #8), which may be diverse; sOme of Ihe

staff may be inexperienced in ESL, While others may be experienced but not with

refugees. The full- or part-time nature of the staff should also be taken into

Consideration When planning a training activity, so all who wish to do so may

take advantage of it.

For further information on topics that may be addressed in training

sessions and the implications of staff development, see:

- "HandoUts on Request" (Appendix A: #11)

- California Council on the Education of Teachers. "Research on Adult

Development: Implications for Staff Develdpment" (Appendix 8)

8. Program Evaluation

A final area of 'major concern to a program is internal evaluation. The

purpose of 'the evaluation is t4ofold: to determine whether the expected impact

on the target community has been achieved; and to ascertain effectiveness in

order to improve prdgram planning, management and implementation.

The evaluation shOuld encompass student progress and satisfaction, as

well as instructional and administrative staff effectiveness. In addition,

Overalf program impact in terms of goal attainment should be examined.

The student evaluation may consist of both pre - 'and post-test results,

an attitudinal survey, and records on both student recruitment and retention,

among other things.
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The instructional staff evaluation May consist of a classroom obser-

vation and/or peer evaluation survey which takes into account teaching tech-

niques and teacher performance.

Overall program effectiveness should be evaluated in terms of measurable

outcomes such as number of job placements, number of program graduates, number

of students moved from one level to the next, and the number of students removed

from pdblic assistance.

These are just some of the areas that may be examined in the process of

evaluation. For a good example of a complete program evaluation instrument,

see:

4111111k- Office of Refugee Resettlement, Region I. "Self uation

Questionnaire" (Appendix B)

B. Classroom Concerns

The sub-section on classroomOboncerns has been divided into four specific

areas: matching curriculum resources with the &ills of instructional staff,

matching the instructional approaches with the background and needs of the stu-

dent, incorporating culture, and grouping.

.1. Katching Curriculum Resources with the Skills of the Instructional Staff

One factor which contributes to effective instruction is the matching of

curriculum resources with the skills of the instructional staff. Curriculum

resources may consist of outlines, actual lesson plans, and directions for

teachers.

At the administrative level, the curriculum is usually in the form ,of an

outline consisting of a list of either topics or objectives. The List of topick

may include auch items as transportation, banking, and housing, while the list

of objectives may include such goals as being able to buy a bus ticket, fill out

a personal check, and use classified ads to find appropriate housing. These

liats serve as a framework for instruction. They identify content and

sequencing; they do not provide, the lessons themselves.
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'At the instructional level, the curriculum is usually in the form of

specific activities for the learner. In addition to the topic (e.g.,

transportation) and/or the'objective (e.g., heing able to buy a bus ticket), the

curriculum includes the epecific materials and activities for the instructor to

use accomplish the objective. Materials and activities which accomplish the

same jective may vary from class to class or text to text. For examOle, to

accomplish the objective of being able to buy a bus ticket, the activities may

consist of a total physical response exercise:

II

Open your wallet.

Take out a qUarter.

Put it in the fare box.

a substitution drill:

or a dialogue:

A onwwwiry, ticket to Center City, please.

round-trip Morthside

excursion etc.

A: HOW much is the fare?

13: 25?

A: Here you are

Bs Thank you.

Many commercially-produced materials ,now include a teacher's guide as

well as a student text. The teacher's guide contains directions on how to use

and supplement the activities in the student text.

/n selecting curriculum materials, it is important to take into con-

sideration the level of experience of the instructional staff. Materials with

°how-to's" for teachers arkappropriate for teachers and tutors with no experi-

ence. Materials with no guides, or materials Which require some adaptation, are

appropriate for teachers and tutors with some experience. ,pnly experienced

teachers can be effective at extensive adaptation or materials development.
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The inexperienced and less experienced instructional staff may need spe-

cial assistance in the areas of classroom management/lesson planning and

drilling. For further information on these topics, see:

- °Classroom Management" (Appendix A: #12)

- Sheeler, Willard D. Welcome to English, (Introductory Teacher's

Manual, pp. 24-28) (Appendix B)

2. Matching Instructional Approaches with Student Background and Needs

In addition to matching resources with the skills of the staff, it is

important to match the instructional approaches/techniques with the background

and needs of the student.

One significant distinction in the background of refugee/immigrant

adults is their level of education, which tend to form three distinct groups.

Pre-literate students (from cultures with no written language) and non-literate

students o3mprise one group, while the seCond group is made up of students with

minimal education (e.g., 1-4 years) in their home country. The third group

comprises students Who are educated in their home country and are thus literate

in their native Language.

A second significant distinction for refugee/immigrant education is

their Language needs, i.e., their purpose for studying English. Their needs may

range from survival to occupational-specific English (see Appendix A: #4).

Frequently, knowledge of the students' background helps in determining

,their needs az in setting realistic objectives. For example, students with

Minimal education and those who are educated/literate may both have occupational

goals. However, a realistic objective for students with minimal education might

be semi-skilled or entry-level jobs, whereas a rsalistic goal for the educated/

literate students might be skilled or semi-professional employment. Sometimes

students may have a &al goal. For example, pre- or non-literate students need

to become literate not caly for sdrvival purposes, but for employment and home

management purposes as well.
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Two eXamples of how inStructiOnaltechniques might be determined by the

students' educational background follow: one example o3ncerns pre- or non-

literate students, and the other concerns educated/literate students.
7.4

In instructing pre- and non-literate students, the rslationship between

sound and print needs to be established. Therefore, realia (three-dimensional

objects) precede abstractions (pictures of objects and printed reties of

objects). The discipline and concentration rdquired for study has not yet been

acquired by these students; therefore, a greater variety of activities, with a

shorter time spent on each one, makes'for more effective instruction. Writing

is another skill yet to be acquired; therefore, language reinforcement activi-

ties which require minimal reading and writing skille are also more effective.

For example, an activity which requires matching a sight word with a visual may

'be better than one which requires writing the sight word itself; or assigning

students to arrange word cards into sentence order may prove more effective

than asking the students b3 write the sentence.

For additional information on working with pre- and non-literate stu-

dents, see:

ACSA/ESL. "Nonliterate Adult ESL Students"

- Meyerson, W. and J. Haynes. ESL Literacy for Adult Learners

- LORC. Refugee Education Adtht Ed. #4, "Teaching ESL to Non-literate

Adults"

For instructional materials designed specifically for pre- and non -

literate ESL students, see:

Mrowicki, L. .and P. Furnborough. A New Start.

- Celce-Murcia and MacIntosh. Teaching,ftglish as a, Second or Foreign

Language (article by Dorothy Lewis)
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Longfield, 06 Passage to ESL Liter4CY!

Haverson and Baynee. Wodulearn ESL'Literacy Program.

- Wigfield, Jack. First Steps in Reading, and Writing.

All are listed in Appendix B.

In training educated/literate students from Asian cultures, there is

often an expectation that language learning consists of the teacher lecturing

about grammar. To be effective, instructional strategies must not only meet

these students' expectations of an academic, grammatical focus, but elle wean

them from their expectations in arder to rove them into interaction activities

and the concept of the teacher as facilitator.

Of-course, the number of students in any one group,- -whether groups are

determined by educational background, or by purpose for studying English, or a

combination of the too -determines the model. Classes may be sufficiently hOmo-

genous so that similar strategies work for the whole class; strategies may need

to vary for groups or indiViduals within the class; or individuals may be pulled

out for special instruction or for amp-on-one tutoring.

3. Incorporating tUlture

Language training cannot be accomplished without, at some point, coming

in contact with the target lanwage cultural values, which cannot be ignored. ,

These cultural values can be incorporated into ESL classroom instruction through

the use of bilingual aides/staff, the use of nptive -language materials, and/or

the use of specific types of learning activities, such as values clarification

and problem-solving.

Bilingual aides may be hired specifically to act as inteipreters of

culture in the classroom, and it is important to use them as such. That is,

they should not be used as walking dictionaries or interpreters of the language

lesson. Teachers must take care to use them only b3 transmit cultural infor -

mation: and to help resolve cultural conflicts. If bilingual aides are not

possible on a permanent basis, programs may wish to consider requesting

bilingual staff from other agencies to conduct weekly cultural orientation

sessions.



If the students are literate, native-language materials are another way

of explaining cultural information and values that are encountered during

language lessons. Two possible cultural information sources are:

- Center for Applied Linguistics. Your New Life in the United States.

(in Vietnamese, Lao, Chinese, Spanish, Khmer, Hmong, and Haitian

Creole)

- Savage, K.,Lynn et al. English That Works. (native language com-

ponent in Vietnamese, Spanish, and Chinese)

If bilingual aides and native-language materials are unavailable, the

teacher may incorporate culture by choosing learning activities, such as values
o'

clarification and problem-solving, which target potential cultural conflicts and

highlight cultural values. There are several texts which contain these types of
_-

activities. Some of them (all listed in Appendix B) are:

- Alexander, L. G. Take a Stand.

- Alexander, L. G. Talk It Over.

- Bassano, Sharon. Look Who's Talking.

- Byrd, Donald and I. Clemente -Cabetas. React-Interact.

- Ford, Carol K. and A. Silverman. American Cultural Encounters.

- Pifer, George and N. Mutoh. Points of View:

Hooke, George. Non-Stop Discussion Workbook.

4. Grouping

The purpose of grouping is to facilitate the teaching/learning process.

The premise is that a group of students at a similar level are more easily

taught than a group of students at diverse levels. Students may be grouped

according to any one or a combination of the follOWing:

- language level (e.g., beginning, intermediate, advanced)

- needs/goals (ag., survival, vocational)

- background.(e.g., same language group, similar educational level)

There are leve]is of grouping - -one in determining classes and one in

determining grouping of, students within a class. Grouping is especially impor -

tent due to two characteristics of many adult education classes - -open entry/open

exit and multilevel classes.
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"Open entry/open, exit" describes omxrses in which students May enroll at

ny time in the cycle or semester, i.e., after several days, weeks or monthe of

instruction. As a result, even in classes originally leveled, a multi-level

situatton develops. When there is an open enrollment policy, class-contained

lessons are especially effective. "Class-contained" lessons means that a speci-
.

fic competency is taught for mastery within one class period. The intention, is

to avoid boring, and thus losing, old entrants with catch-up activities designed

for new entrants. Catch -4p activities for new entrants can te devised which

utilize "peer" tutors--old entrants beaching new entrants in individualized

activities. These individualized activities are in addition'to whole group

activities, which are needed to build classroom rapport.

The term "multilevel" usually refers to classes in wtlich students are at

a variety of language Levels (beginning, intermediate'and advanced) from the

beginning. In such situations, grouping is essential for language development

activities to be appropriate for each of the imrious groups.

For further information and activities for both open entry/open exit and

multilevel classes, see:

- LORC. Refugee Education Adult Series #12. "Teaching ESL to

'Competencies."' (Appendix 8)

- LORC. Refugee Education Adult Series #13. "ESL in the Multilevel

Class.". (Appendix 8)

- Elliot-Evans andOpena. mWhat Goes on in a Portable Multilevel

Cla.ssroom." (Appendix B)

- "Lesson Plan for Multi-Level Class." (Appendix A: #13)

A.special consideration b3 remember in grouping is that each of ti.he

levels- -beginning, intermediate, and advanced --needs activities in each of the

language skill areas7-listening, speaking, reading, and writing. It is often

easy to let the reading and writing Skills dcminate activities for the inter-

mediate and advanced students because of the ease in setting them up.
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V. Workshop beliVery

A. Planning for a WOrkshop a

Much preparation usually precedes any on-site training activities. This

consists, minimally, of conducting a needs assessment, selecting a workshop

topic(1), arranging for facilities, and planning the agenda.

1. Conducting a Needs Assessment

The golden rule-of an effective workshop ls *Know Thy Audience." This

means that a needs assessment of the participants must be conducted to determine

the content of the workshop. (See Section /It.A.2.a) This osn be accomplished

by any of the following methods:

phone survey of key informants (e.g., administrator, education

coordinator)

pre-workshop questionnaires or on-site visit

. conversations with teachers and_students

classroom observation

The trainer may want to ask some of-the following questions:.

What are the felt needs of the participants?

(For example, carricihom development, classroom techniques,

methods and materials, Classroom management, working with volun-

tefts, literacy, pronunciation, testing)

What is the description of the prOgram(s)?

(For example, program ob)ectives, length and frequency of.the

'cycle, materials used, staffing patterns and qualifications,

method of evaluation, source of funding)
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What are the Characteristics of the particiipants?

(For example, educational background, level of experience; full or

part-time position)

What are the Charalperistics of the students served by the bartici-

').
pants?

(For example, ethnic background, literate/non-literate, level of
#0

English language proficiency, educational background, employment

status, needs, goals)

How many particiPants are expected?

2. Selecting the Workshop Topic(s)

After the needs assessment is conducted, the topic(s) for the workshop

should be selected. Selection should be based on the prioritized data compiled.

What Can be treated in the workshop depends not,only on the knowledge of the

parti'cipants, but also on the length of the training session (e.g., IA day, 1

day, 2 days)

3. Scheduling and Arranging,the Workshop-

Tke workshop should be arranged for a date, time, and location that is

convenient for both the trainer and the participants. The trainer should also

take the following into consideration:

The length af' the workshop Should be appropriate tc, the tOpic(s) and

purpose.

The site of the workshop Should be adequate to accommodate the number of

participants and the needs of the trainer.

Requests and/or arrangements for\audio-visual equipmentAiihould be made

with sufficient advance*notice.

Availability of photocopying facilities should be ascertained.
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Arrangements for.coffee and lunch should be made (i.e., the responsi-

bility for this should be designated):

Travel plans should allow -enough time for the Ainexpected.

Monetary concerns (e.g., honorarium, travel expenses, consulting fee)

should be discussed beforehand.

Participants should be notified as to date, time, and p ace of workshop

and registration procedures (i.e., the responsibility for his is

designated).

4. Planning the Agenda in Detail

Even though the workshop topic(s) have already been selected, the

trainer still needs to draw up a more detailed agenda (see sample agendae in

Appendix A: *14 and #15). This is important in order to build \mriety into the

workshop's presentation to meet the varying needs and learning styles of the

participants. It is also important in order to pace the workshop appropriately.

The following must be taken into oonsideration when drawing up an agenda:

sufficient and periodic breaks

. activities which involve at least some movement within

the room

. a good balance between small group/large group activi-

ties

an appropriate imount of time for each of the stages of

learning-(i.e., don't shortchange application and synthesis)

Also to be taken into consideration when drawing up the agenda is the

progression involved. Most effective training begins with introductions, ice-

breaking activities, and clarification of workshop objectives to make par-
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ticipants comfortable. There should also be time allowed at the beginning for

participants to xpress their feelings About thik agenda and their expectations
,

for the workshop. The trainer can then make last minute dhanges in the agenda

to meet the needs and expectations of the pOrtioipants.

A word is in order here aboOt the role of cross-cultural concerns in the_

training of.language instructors. Since language cannot be taught without

addressing cultural concerns, the,trainer may want to incorporate some cultural

awareness activities into almost any training_session. To this end a descrip-

tion of some cultural sensitivity activities As included in Appendix A: #16 and

#I7.

B. COnducting the Workshop

1. Setting Up

The trainer should arrive at the vivrkshop site well ahead of the

participants in order to check on the equipment (if any) and arrange the

furniture according to specific needs. The trainer can also make sure

that all the Materials Will get'distributed. For example, materials can

be placed on each desk or at the ragistration table. The trainer All

then be ready to greet the participantis as they arrive.

2. Establishing a Good Learning Climate

An effective trainer always nwmaiers to introduce him/herself, out-

line expectations and procedures for the workshop, and specify the

number of breaks thai Will be taken. Participants must also be given an

opportunity to introduce themselves. This is iiiportant in establishing

-a-caprifortabla, ftieSdly leakning climate. The trainer may wish to have

an "icebreaking" activity, such as pairing participants (who are unac-

quainted with each other), and giving them 5-10 minutes to find out as

much about each other as is necesseal in order to introduce each other.

For further suggeStions on other "icebreaking" activities, see:

- Olsen, J.W.B. Communication Stoarters. (Appendix B)
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Bef re beginning the workshop, a discussion of the participants'

expect& ions and desire* is in order. Open-ended questions are often an

effective means of obtaining this kind of information. For examplee of

such qnestions see Appendix A: #18 and #19.

3. Direct4g and Facilitating Learning Activities'

, An effective trainer uses materials and equipment appropriately and

offers participants clear instructions for all learning activities, It, '

is wise to Check all A-V equipment before the workshop begins.

C. Evaluating the Workshop

An important part of every workshop for a trainer ifvthe feedback receiled.

If the program (or institution) which requested the training does, not have its

awn evaluation form, the trainer may want to provide his/her own. Always leave

enough time at the end of the training session for participants ba fill out the

evaluation form (anonymously). Evaluations are important for a trainer's files

in order to refine skills and for information for a possible follow-up training

session with the same group of participants. For more information on eva-

luation, see the sample workshop, evaluation form in Appendix A: #20.



VI. Accessing Resources

As is probably quite evident by now, the trainer needs many and varied

resources in order to obtain much of the information and material necessary to

meet ihe requests and demands of ESL teachers, coordinators, and administrators.

A short description of sone of the major resources which may be useful, and how

to obtain them, follows.

A. Professional Associations

Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) is an inter-

national organisation with affiliates across the nation as well as overseas. It

sponsors local, regional, and international conferences, and issues a.news-

letter, journal, and other publications as well. In addition, there are special

interest sections (such as adult education and refugee concerns), all of which

are a good source of information. The trainer will find the conferencesitvubli-

cations, and special interest sections an effective way of keeping initouwith

current methodologies, tedhnigues, materials, and concerns in the professfqp.

,The TESOL headquarters is located at:

TBSOL

Georgetown University

202 D.C. Transit Building

Washington, D.C. 20057

(202) 625-569

State affiliates are listed in Appendix A: #21.

Tbe National Association for Public Continuing and Adult Education (NAPCAE),

which will merge with the Adult Education Association (AEA) in November, 1982 to'

become the American Association for Adult and Continuing Education (MACE), is-.

an organisation devoted to the concerns of adult students, which include the

refugee population. This organisation holds conferences and issues a newsletter

which may be of interest to the trainer. It is located at:

NAPCAE/AAACE

1201 16th Street, ,N.W., Suite 301

Washington, D.C. 20036

(202)" 822-7866
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The National Association for Vietnamese American Education (NAVAS) may be a

useful resource to the trainer who must deal with programs serving the Southeast

Asian (particularly Vietnamese) refugees. ibis organisation, too, holds an

annual convention on refugee education and social services and issues a news-

letter, among other things. 'For further information oontaci:

Dr. Nguyen M. Hung, Director

Indochina Institute

George Mason University

4400 University Drive

Fairfax, VA 22030

703/323-2065

The Society for Intercultural Education Training and Research (SIETAR) is an

international association of diverse individuals and institutions concerned with

promoting effective intercultural interaction. In addition to a journal, this

organisation also issues a newsletter and other publications. It also holds an

annual-conference and presents periodic workshops end seminars. Ihe trainer may

find this organization a good source of cross-cultural information and

materials. For further information contact:

SIETAR

1414 22nd Street, N.W., Suite 102

Washington, DC 20037

202/8624990

B. Clearinghouses

Clearinghouses are another good source of information and materials. The

twelve Educational Resource and Information Centers (ERIC) located throughout

the country are each devoted to a specific area of study, and maintain and

distribute microfiche collections ark particular topics. mac clearinghouses oan

also do computer searches for a fee.

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Languages and Linguistics, located at the Center

for Applied Linguistics in Washington, D.C., will Probably be of most use b3 the
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language trainer. Fortunately, there are 750 institutions (such as libraries)

across the country which subscribe to ERIC/CLL and thus have the same microfiche

collection as is housed at the headquarters; check,,Xhe nearest university

library. If there is nodinstitutional sWbscriber to.ERXC in the %vicinity,

copies of E(IC documents can be obtaine&from the ERIC Document Reproduction

Service (E)RS). To order from EDRS a search number is needed, and all,orders

must te pre-paid. Any ERIC document listed in the bfbliography (Appendix B)

will also have a search number (or E) number). An EDRS order form, with' address

and price list, can be-found in Appendix A: #22.

ihe Indochinese Refugee Action Center (IRAC), a non-profit refugee tinfor-°

mation organization, has publitthed several materials and reports that the

trainer may find of interest. Some of these are listed in Appendix B. To

obtaig them and other publications, contact:

IRAC

1424 16th Street, NW, Suite 404

Washington, DC 20036

(202) 667-7810

The National Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education (NCBE) is a storehouse of

reeources and information on bilingual policies, programs and materials for both

children and adults. NCBE issues a newsletter and maintains a toll-free tele-
.

phone number. It is located at:

,140w.

National Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education

1300 Wilson Blvd.

Suite B2-11

Roselyn, VM 22209

800/336-4560

The Refugee Materials Center in Kansas City has a collection of K,-12 ESL and

bilingual materials in the major Southeast Asian languages as well as in

, Spanish, Afghani, and Ruseian. These materials are available to the public.
,

Some materials, such as textbooks, must be purchaaed, while other materials are

. available free -of -charge'or for duplica on costs only.
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To receive their bibliography and for further information, Igease contacts

Mr. James Tumy

Department of Education

324'East 11th Street, 9th Floor

Kansas City, ND 64106

816/374-6294

C. Ongoing Staff Development Resources

The staff developer/teacher trainer should make an effort to be in Contact

with other staff developers, or staff development projects, whether or not their

speciality is ESL, for they are an excellent source of information and seterials

as well as a plaOe for referral of clients. Most States Departments of

Education have an Adult Basic education (ABE) division, which usually includes

ESL. The ABE division often sponsors staff development Sessions.

D. Colleges and Universities

Colleges and universities which have a Department of Education (or specifi-

cally Adult Education) are a good resource for trainers who will be instructing

others in becoming trainers/staff developers. Their materials, methods, and

even an occasional classroom observation of a teacher training class osn, be

quite informatiVe for the trainer. These institutions can also provide college

credit for attending approved workshops. The .trainer might want to contact them

about this possiSility

E. Networking

Just as networking with other community-based organisations that serve

refUgees is essential for an effective ESL program, networking is also valuable

in training. It serves as a way of uncovering training needs in the field as

well as ascertaining the current poinis of view. Networking is also of major

value in identifying resoUrce people and model programs.
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Many highlyimpacted urban areas have formed refugee coalitions or forums

made up Of representatives from mutual assistance associations (ak's), social

service and public health agencies, employment agencies, ESL programs, and

voluntary agency affiliates. If a coalition exists in a community where

training is to tak Saes, the trainer may want to communicate with a member of

the coalition to identify the ethnic make-up of the community, the concerns to

be addressed, and/or some resource people.

Voluntary agencies (volags), which are initially responsible for rasettling

most of theincoming refugees, have affiliates across the country, usually in

highly-impacted areas. These volag affiliates often coordinate ESL programs, in

addition to working in all other areas of refugee resettlement. Both national

voluntary agencies and their affiliates can be valuable sourdeis of information.

list of the headquarters of the major voluntary agencies can be found in

Appendix A: #23.

In addition to the rssources, the trainer may also want to be in contact

with retired teachers associations, ESL teacher training institutions, and

mutual assistince associations. These groups can be an invaluable source of

volunteerism and assistance in training and developing supp+ systems for skel-

eton ESL programs.

f
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(This form should be
translated into the
students' language.)

Your E.S.L. teacher would like to help you learn what mu want to learn.,4

Please answer the following questions to help yOur teacher beet your needs.

APPENDIX A: #1

STUDENT NEEDS ASSESSMENT

What is the main reason you are attending this E.S.L. class?

What do you think is most important for you to learn in this class?

(Mark an X by the ones you think are most important)

listening/understanding pronunciation

speaking conversation

reading translating

writing grammar

spelling other

10

Do you have a special need to use English for a specific reason or

situation right away? yes no

If yes please explain:

I want to learn English in order to: (Please check those that are important
to you)

.11,11.111m.

1. read signs, labels, instructions

2. shop for clothing, food, appliances, furniture

3. get a driver's license

4. buy or take care of a car



San Diego Community College District

5. read and understand standard highway signs

6. travel by: Car bus train airplane

7. enter a job training program

8. get a job

9. change jobs

10. understand my paycheck

11: get a promotion

12. talk to the nurse, doctor, dentist

13. talk to my child's teacher or principal

14. write notes to my child's teacher

15. read notices the teacher sends home

16. help my child with his/her homework

17: do volunteer work at a school

18. attend school meetings

19. attend other adult education classes

20. attend a university

21. become a citizen

22. use the telephone book

23. answer the telephone

24. make telephone calls

25. make appointments by telephone

26. participate in religious services/meetings

27. do volunteer work at a church

28. do volunteer work at a hospital

29. do volunteer work at a recreation center

30. read newspapers, books, magazines

31. talk VI my husband, wife, in-laws, neighbors

5'
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32. ta141t to mrfapartment manager or landlord

33. write checks "

34. write personal or business letters

35. keep a file of family papers, documents

36. make new friCnds

37. fill out applications (or use the services of):

jobs banking schools

welfare insurance unemployment

utilities food stamps medical & dental

credit housing labor unions

permits social security postal services

38. get 1

/
gal services for:

disability claims unfair labor practices

immigration adoption

slivorce child support

5...



NEEDS ASSESSHENT ADVISORY COHHI
Name:

I

Ageney/Organitation:
,

,

I

Address: Telephone:

APPENDIX A: #2

1., In your opinion, how important is it that adult students receive instruction in

each of the following areas:

Very Important Somewhat Important Not Important

a. Basic speaking, reading
writing, and math skills.

b. Application of basic
skills to life situations

c. Basic skills related to
the world of work.

d. Preparation for enteting
a high school completion
program.

e. Preparation for entering
college or university
program.

f. Preparation for entering
vocational skills training.

2. In your opinion, what are the strong points (most effective components) of the

existing adult education ABE/ESL program?

3. In your opinion, how could the ABE/ESL program which is offered through adult

education be improved?

4. What do you feel should be included in the district ABE/ESL program that (1) is

not now included and (2) could logicallypbe included.

San Diego Community College District



In whet ways can the AllE/ESL program be strengthened through,consultatioq,
cooperation or coordination with your agency or businees?

p.

6. Please indicatehow important you feel it is for adult students to receive
instruction in each of the following areas:

a.. Using money

Budgeting

c. Comparison shoppinp

d. Using and maintaining
household appliances'

e. Buying and maintaining
a car

Very Important Somewhat Important Not Importani,

f. Using banking services

g. Credit'systems

h. Resources for consumer
complaints

1. Using community
services

j. Obtaining a driver's
license

k. Federal, state and
local government

1. Personal rights and
freedom in the U.S.

m. Medical and health
services

nr Vocational testing
and counseling

o. Parenting skills in a
,new culture

San Diego CommUnity College District



pi . Job search sk4ls

q.- Techniques for holding
a job

r. Jpb upgrading,
promotion

s. Financial & legal
aspects of employment

t. Safety and emergencies

u. U.S. Legal System

Cultural awareness
tknowing about American
way of life.)

w. Basic Literacy (Reading
and writing skills)

Other - please be specific

San Diego Community,College District



APPENDIX A:- #3

The San Diego Community College District Adult and Continuing Education
5350 University Ayenue., San Diego, CA 92105 (714)230-2039

,Orientation ESL'

Designed for absolute beginning studenti,
especially those with no reading and
writing skills in any language.

Provides an orientation to the classroom'
situation and learning process.Builds the
foundation of listening, speaking and
literacy skills necessary to be successful
in a Beginning ESL class.

Beginning ESL

Basic oral communication skills related to
everyday survival. Assessment of student
needs, goals, interests, and educational
backgrounds.

General ESL

Emphasis on the oral.and
written communication skills
needed to function in an
urban American environment.

Pre-Vacational ESL

Listening, speaking, reading
and writing activities designed
specifically for employment-
related skills development.
Evaluation of occupational
history, abilities, interests
and goals,1 and transferability
of skilli.

Academic ESL

Oral and written cammunication
skills needed by students
interested in completing work
towards a high school diploma
or entering a college or
university program.

Vocational ESL

Listening, speaking, reading, and writing
activities directly related to a specific
occupation, as well as advanced pre-
vocational ESL skills development.

Referral to Vocational Skills Training
and/or Employment.



Appendix A: #4

See: Center for Applied Linguistics, Refugee Education Guides

Adult Education Series #11, "Program Considerations for

English as a Second Language." CO 2.0 0/ (2240

APPENDIX A: #4



APPENDIX A: #5

THE FOLLOWING VERBS MAY BE USEFUL IN DISCUSSING, THINKING OR CREATING QUESTIONS
ABOUT THE SIX LEVELS OF BLOOM'S TAXONOMY COGNITIVE DOMAIN.

KNOWLEDGE 4. ANALYSIS 6. EVALUATION

discuss distinguish judge
define analyze appraise
memorize differentiate evaluate
repeat appraise rate
record calculate compare
list experiment value
recall test revise
name compare score
relate contract select

criticize choose
diagram assess

2. COMPREHENSION inspect estimate
debate measure

discuss inventory inspect

restate question
describe relate

recognize solve

explain examine

express
identify
locate 5. SYNTHESIS
report
review compose

tell plan
propose
design

3. APPLICATION formulate
arrange

translate assemble
interpret collect
apply construct
employ create
use set up

demonstrate organize
dramatize manage
practice prepare
illustrate
operate
schedule
shop
sketch



APPENDIX A: #6

Factors To Consider When Evaluating Texts

I. What method is the book based on?

a. Do you feel comfortable with it?

b. Would you as a teaCher enjoy using the book?

c: Is it appropriate to your teaching style and class objectives?

2. Is the material of interest to the target population?

a. Can the students relate to the materials in terms of setting,

(rural/city, university/work world) life styles, etc.

3. Does the unit/lesson design provide for a progressive development

9f skills? (See hand out on lesson design)

a. Are the dialogues useful and realistic?

b. Are the reading and writing activities introducted at an appro-
priate time?

c. How is pronunciation practice dealt with and is it adequate?

d. How is grammar presented? Is it done with detailed.explanation

or through the use of models and examples?

e. How is vocabulary presented? Is it recycled and reviewed?

f. What is the propokion of time spent on each area and does it

correspond to the course objectives?

4. Is the language used authentic? Is it appropriate for the students

you will be working with?

5. Is the native language used in the text? If so, is it appropriate?

6. Does the text provide accurate cultural information?

7. Are supplemental activities provided?

8. Is there a teacher's manual and how complete is it?

9. Are there A-V materials available - such as visuals, tapes, flhshcards,

etc?

10. Are there supplementary readers, workbooks, test, etc. available?

Ill Adapted from: Teaching Foreign Language Skills by: Wilga Rivers

Prepared by: Patricia OeHesus

12/3/79/sbm

INDOCHINA TEACHER TRAINING CENTER
500 South Dwyer Avenue

Arlington Heights IL 60005
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APPENDIX A: #7

Th
MINIMAL CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING BASIC TEXTS

FOR ADULT ESL STUDENTS

1. The spoken language must be emphasized. This should be the idiomatic,
unstilted, natural conversation used by most English-speaking Americans.

2. Materials should be culturally informative. At beginning levels,this
means teaching the student appropr te.use of language fot coping with

everyday and emergency situations the United States. At' more advanced

levels, American Attitudes, hopes ectations, cuStams, histdry,
government, and literature should be tncluded,

3. Emphasis should be on communication, not on grammatical perfection.
Knowledge of grammar should not be an end in itself.

4. Drills and exercisei should be meaningful, not mechanical.

5. The content must be suitable for foreign adults, including those
with little education.

6. Illustrations of people should include a variety of ethnic groUps, not
just white Americans.

©Jean Chaiiman, Illinois ESL/ABE Service,Center, Arlington Hts., Ill., 1976

ILLINOIS ESL/ABE SERVICE CENTER
500 South Dwyer Avenpe

Arlington Heights, IL 60005
(312) 255-9830

iu



APPINDIX A: 118

San. Diego Community College,District
Moeda Assessment
1SL Staff Development Survey .

Please assist us in planning together for the most effective staff development

.program by responding to the following questions:

1. What level ESL do you teach?

Beginning (100-200) Intermediate (300-400)

Advanced (500-600) Multi-level

2. Are there other ESL classes at the same location at the same hour?

If so, how many?

3. What major ethnic backgrounds are represented in your class?

1. Hispanic 5. Cambodian

2. Vietnamese 6. Chinos*

3. Lao 7. Iranian

4. Hmong -"----S. other

46 What is the major reason your students

prepare for:

1. survival (coping) skills
2. vocational training
3. job or job upgrading

are studying English? To acquire or

4. high school diploma
5. college/university
6. other

5. What do you think is most important for

following in order of importance:

listening/understanding
oral communication
written communication
reading

your students to learn? Rank the

griAMMir

spelling
pronunciation
other (please specify)

6. Rank the following language skills in the order in which you believe they

should be taught.

reading
listening

speaking
writing
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7. Which language teaching methodolgies do you use in your class?

audio-lingual
t. grammar/translation

silent way
----language lab

*other (pleaae specify)

total physical response
7 peer tutoring

counseling learning/community
language learning

8. Which textbook(s) are you currently using?

9. What supplementary instructional materials do you use in your class?

10. What type of instructional materials, not presently available, do you feel would
be helpful to your students?

11. Please respond-to the folloWing questions using this key:

A = a great deal B = quite a bit C = a moderate amount

D only a little bit E = not at all

To what extent has your previous training or experience prepared you to:

a.. Make initial assessment of the competencies of students entering your program.
b. Pfan and conduct your ESL class to meet the individual needs and goals of each

student.
x..Use a variety of instructional materials and teaching/learning strategies to

allow for differendes in.the learnihg styles of your students.
d. Use audio-visual materials to support and reinforce instruction.
e. Plan activities that provide, meaningful, real life oral combunication/conversation

experiences for your 96:dents.
f. Provide activities which allow students to progress at,their own rates.
g. Develop literacy skills of non or limited English speaking adults.
h. Cirganize group activities that promote problem-solving and interpersonal

relationship skills.
i. Evaluate coMpetencies (ability to use the English needed to tope in everyday

life ) of students.

12. Please indicate your preference of day and time for staff development workshops.

Friday Saturday other lease sPecify)
Hours

Please add any commentaor suggestions about the kind o taff development program
that would be moat useful to you:



APPENDIX A: #9

A program analysis may examine many critical and sensitive aspects of data collection.

Consequently, a number of/conflicts can arise. An anlysis plan should reflect an
awareness of potential p#oblems, and should specify to which existing information
(e.g., student records) the trainer may have access and what she/he may do with
such information. Agreement should be reached as to anonymity of sources of
information - when such anonymity is deemed appropriate. The plan should
stipulate as clearly as possible contingencies on delivering the promised-
information by a predetermined date. There should be agreement as to who will
have access to the report and who will not.

CONDUCT OF A PROGRAM ANALYSIS

Use confidential information appropriately
Avoid invasion of privacy
Obtain permission for use of'certain information
Maintain open exchange of ideas
Tell-participants in the.program what the analysis will involve and provide

In an attempt to focus the program analysis critical issues or variables to be
examined must be defined. A,next step is an identification of the information

relevant to each issue or variable and the likely sources of that information
(e.g., learners, citizen committees, class activities). Next, it must be
determined how much information should be collected and from what Oroportion
of the data sources (which sampling procedures to use). Once these estimates
have.been made, appropriate instruments and procedures should be selected or
constructed and data gathered. Finally, the comparison of data (including

judgments) with appropriate standards is also essential.

Questions about timing of information collection, explanations is to why certain
information is being collected, and means of coding and storing information must

be considered.

The process of program analysis, as well as the utilization of the results,
requires a clear understanding of the social, personal and political dynamics
surrounding any educational activity. The plan should show how the results
will "fit" into these dynamics, if any satisfactory use is to be made of the
information.

People will be more likely to use program analysis information if they perceive
the process and/or resulting information as relevant to their needs, if they
see the potential benefits deriving from the analysis and if they find the

results to be available when needed. People who have been involved in the
original planning and implementation are more likely to use the results than

those who were not.

WAYS TO ENCOURAGE USE

To develop commitment involve people from inside and outside t e program

in the process
Report results when desired by project staff
/ndicate alternative courses of action
/ndicate tmplications of the findings
Make presentation clear and attractive
Provide assistance for additional analyses af results as needed
Provide technical assistance for implementation of suggestions
Provide time for the study and use of findings
Results should be valid
Reporting'of results should take into consideration the background and

orientation of audience t

Boorting must show sensitivity to political/social factibns

Adapted from: Evaluation in Adult Basic Education: How and Why. Grotelueschen, Arden D,
Goolder, Dennis and Knox, Alan. The Interstate Printers and Publishers,
Lae. Danville, Illinois, 1976
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STUDENT NEEDS ASSESSMENT (INTAKE),

We want to help you learn the English that you need right now.

What is the most important reason you have for attending English
class?

I need English to:

1. Get along in my new country.
(shop, go to the doctor, fill out
forms, talk to American friends
or neighbors)

2. Learn how to get a job.

3. Take vocational skills training
classes.

4. Get a better job.

5. Go to high school.

6. Go to college/university.

APPENDIX A: #10

I need practice in:
(check the Ones that are most important to .1221)

listening/understanding grammar

speaking pronunciation

reading conversation

writing

spelling

other



San Diego Community College District
A

1. Name

2. Where were you born? City

Country

3. When did you come to the U.S.?

4. Do you go to any other English class? Where?

5. -How many years did you attend school in your country?

6. Did you go to University/College?

How many years?

7. Did you go to Vocational/Technical Training Schools?

How many years?

8. What languages can you speak?

9. What languages can you read? Where did you study? For how long?

10. What languages can you write?
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ILLINOIS STATEWIDE ESL/ADULT EDUCATION SERVICE CENTER

ILLINOIS ADULT INDOCHINESE REFUGEE CONSORTIUM: INDOCHINA PROFESSIONAL TEACHER TRAINING CENTER

500 South Dwyer Avenue Arlington Heights, Illinois 60005 (312)870-4157/61

HANDOUTS ON REQUEST 1980-81

An annotated list of resources for
professions working with limited English proficiency adults

The Handouts on Request list includes many articles and handouts important

and useful to teachers, administrators and others serving limited English

proficiency adults. The Handouts came from many sources, some were prepared
and written by professional staff; tome are reprints from professional journals;

others vere written and prepared by ESL/adult education teachers. All are

especially selected for their value to adult educators working with LEP immigrants,

citizens, and refugees.

INDEX

I. The Nature of ESL in Adult Education

II. ESL/AE Program Administration

III. Methodology and Approaches in ESL

IV. Techniques and Classroom Procedures
4I)

V. ESL Literacy: A Special Problem

VI. Individualizing and the Multi-Level Class

VI/. Life-Coping Skills

VII/. Materials Selection and Adaptation

IV. Curriculum and Lesson Development

X. Tests and Testing

XI. Understanding Culture

XII. Bilingual Adult Education

XIII. Counseling the LEP Adult

XIV. Vocational ESL and Vocational Training for LEP

XV? Employment Services

XVI. Indochinese Languages, Culture and Peoples

XVII. Professional Growth and Professional Concerns in ESL/AE

XVIII. Staff Development and In-Service Training

XIX. Miscellaneous Lists and Bibliographies

All are available upon request from the above address at the cost of duplication.
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CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

Elements in a Lesson: Beginning

The following is a summary of elements in a beginning level
ESL class that meets three hours daily. It was written by
a group of teachers to suggest the pacing and variety they

. feel is effective in their beginning level classes.

9:00 - 9:15 Warm-Up
May include content such as greetings, current
conversational topics, or the weather; or tech-
niques such is personal exchanges and TPR (Total
Physical Response)

9:15 - 9:30 Review of Previous Day's Lesson

9:30 - 10:00 New Lesson:* Presentation, Listening and Oral Practice
a) vocabulary (introduced with aids such as visuals,

filmstrip, realia, overhead transparencies)
b) dialogue (oral)
c) drills
d) controlled conversation
e) Paired practices/role playing or free con-

versation.

10:00 - 10:15 Pronunciation

10:15 = 10:30 Relief Activity (related to new lesson)
(e.g., song, game, jazz chant, TPR)

10:30 - 10:45 Coffee Break (encourage unrestricted conversation)

10:45 - 11:00 Rapid Review of New Leiion

11:00 - 11:20 Reading Based on New Lesson Material
Reading may be "survival" such as signs and
labels, it may be language exiSerience (sentences,
dialogues, paragraphs) or it may be a short para-
graph. Follow-up activities (e.g., sequencing,
supplying words for a visual)

11:20 - 414045 Writing Based on Previously Learned Material
(so.g., supplying words for visuals, answering
questions, dictation, sequencing)

11:35 - 11:50 Review of Previously Taught Material

11:50 - 12:00 Closing Activity

,

1/4

Approxim thately 80% of e time is spent on Listening and Speaking a tivities.

Approximately 20% of the time is spent oh'Reading and Writing acti 5 ties.

6 7



Materials:
1. ModU1tarn - les. 10
2. MO4uleacn - les. 29
3. Moduloarn,VI - les. 17

4. Lista of numbers
Pictures of money

Group One
(Modulearn L. 10)

LESSON PLAN FOR MULTI-LEVEL CLASS

Together

Various classroom objectS.
*Write a sentence about

Group Two
(Modulearn L. 29)

APPENDIX A: 113

Group Three
(Modulearn, vI L. 17).

.

STUDENT-STUDENT

Information-Sharing

-Pairs of students
One student di ctat num-

bars. The othe student

writes.
On student asks aèicmts

of money found in c-

tures. Other student
responds.

INSIMUCMCOR

-.Vocabulary - models,of cars

-Dialog: ,

K en: That's a goodlookingsr.ports ca
Ann: Thank you. We bought it

last wick.
Eon: Where's your old car?
Ann: We traded it in.
Vary dialog..

INDIVIDUAL

Students read 17-C and write

Part A.
,

,

INSTRUCTOR

-Teach names of family mem-

Der,.
-Q/A drill: Who's Joe?

P.
Me's the brother.

-Review visuals shOwing
location.

STUDENT-STUDENT
Iftsrview/Report :

-Pairs of students
Students fihd color. age,
type, place purchased, and
size of personal cars

STUDENT-STUDENT
Listing

-Students 1 st kinds of trans-
portation

Interview/Report-

-Pairs of Students
Students.compare transportatio
in Chicago with trans. in home
country n

'INDIVIDUAL

-Students writ exercises
on pages 4 A 8.

.

INDIVIDUAL

- Students writeexercisos on
,'

pages 3 6 4. -

'

1

-

INSITUCWR

-Part A - L/C Exorcise.
-Part IS - grammar i

@by Linda G. Mrowicki, Arlington Heights, Ill. Feb. 1979



SAMPLE AGENDA

ESL WORKSHOP :

Ior
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Florida International University - Center for Latino Education

by the 1

Center for Applied Linguistics

November 19 & 20, 1981

0

AGENDA

Thursday Afternoon--Haitian Teachers

I. Introductions

II:Teaching English Literacy

A. Transition from Native Language Literacy
to Second Language Literacy )Haitian Creole to
English Literacy)

B. Principles of ESL Literacy

C. ESL Literacy within Total Curriculum

D. Videotape Demonstration - Jack Wigfield oh
Teaching Literacy

E. Discussion

2:50 - 3:00 Break

,3:00 - 4:30 III. Overview of ESL Lession Activities

A. Lesson-Plan

B. Types of Class Activities

1. Establish Meaning

2. Practice,

3.'AppliCation/Communication

C. Pacing Lesson Time

69

Activities

1-4



SAMPLE AGENDA

Personalizing Li!joSkills ESL Programs

Presenter: Autumn Keltner

Overview of Workshop Content

I. Introductions

IL Personalizing Life Skills - What Does It Mean to You?

pAtillisntsseexpectations

III. Open-end Questions - Discussion and Demonstration

(See attached list)

Materials: Needs Assessment, transpareWcies

Course Outline transparencies

Elements in a Lesson handout from ACSA Core Workshop Manual

APPENDIX A: #15

Paired Activities handouts

Sample Textbooks

ACSA Core Workshop Manual

IV. Group Task

Handout: CASAS Competency statements in Health and Community Resources

A. Participants in small groups sequence competencies in order for

beginning, intermediate, and advanced ESL students.

B. Participants list enabling objectives as needed for beginning level

students.

C. DiscussiOn/Feedback re above tasks.

D. Discussion of strategies for developing and adapting same competency

statement for different levels of instruction including activities

and pssessment.

V. OverView CSIifornia Adult,StUdent Assessment System

A. Discussion/Demonstration

Handout: CASAS Adult Life Skills Sample Items Packet

B. Discussion/Demonstration

tASAS Aural Comprehension Component for EgL students

Materials: Overview of proposed test transparency

Sample test items transparencies

VI. Step by Step Development of Specific Lesson Plan

Handouts: Lesson Plan

Paired Activities

VII. Wrap Up
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Strategy SELF-ASSESSMENT OF MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION SKILLS*

OBJECTIVE

To assess the level of competence in skills relevant to working in

multicultural education prior to a crosscultural education program (or
a program-including cross-cultural training techniques) and to evaluate
changes in those skills at the close of the program.

PARTICIPANTS

Used by individuals in the group. May or may not be shared with others.

Assessment instrument and gummed tabs with words or phrases typed on. /

SETTING

No special requirements.

. Twenty minutes. Discussion time if desired by any of the participants.

PROCEDURE

At the outset of a course, studentsare asked to place.on a continuum

adhesivetabs upon which are printed skills or attitudes,which it is important
for the student to have when working in'the field of multicultural education.

When given the tabs, participants are aSked to place each on the continuum

according to their personal assessment vf their skills. Woids which they do

not,recognize or understand should be placed on the lineauhder "I have no

knowledge or understanding of the foiloWing."

Participants may wish to discuss their profiles with others in the group

for feedback purposes. If so, time shduld be allotted fot this discussion.

At the conclusion of the course, each student is asked to repeat the

self-assessment exercise, using a second profile sheet. This provides a

check on the degree to which the student feels he or she has progressed during

the course.

One word or phrase is placed on each tab. The terms that are used may

be selected from the list that follows or may include others that have been

chosen to meet the defined objectives of a program or course. Students may

want to preceed (mentally) each term with phrases such as "I can..." or "I

am skilled In..." or "I possess..." (whichever is appropriate) for clarity.

Terms that may be used include:



self awareness openness

respect for other cultures adaptability

withholding judgment tolerance

perception checking cross-cultural analyais

overcoming prejudice comfortable with difference

non-verbal communication awareness of stereotyping

bicultural feeling of self-worth

acceptance of diversity acceptance of cultural pluralism

affirmation of own culture self-knowledge

non-evaluative feedback

Tabs are placed on the self-assessment instrument according to the per'on's

degree of strength or weakness in each area. This is a personal assestment

and need not be discussed or revealed to anyone if ttie iftdividual prefers

to keep it private. The important thing is that the individual be honest

with him- or herself. ,

In some cases, increased understanding of a particular set of cOncepts

in intercultural communication or ehe e4peglenCes in en eaucationaiprogram

can result in an individual "lowering" his or her assessment at the close of

the course. This should notbe viewed with dismayt, It may be an indication
of new insights and aWareness.' Those terms,that appeared under "I have no

knowledge or understanding of the following" shouldo however, be clarified

during the course of the program.

Source: Adapted from, a "Self-assessment of Leadership Skills" instrument
developed by Lowell Ingram, University of.Washington.

* Developed by Rob Proudfoot, Oregon State University
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Strategy RANK ORDERING VALUES

OBJECTIVES

To explore cross-cultural perceptions of one's own valuevand
the values of other culture groups.-

PARTICIPANTS

Any number.

MATERIALS

Rank ordering chart, chalkboard or newsprint.

SETTING

No special requirements.

TIME

One hour.

PROCEDURE

Using the "Value Rank Ordering Chart," ask each student to rank order
the values as follows:

List the three most important and the three least important values for:

a. Your own culture,

b. Mainstream American culture (if different),

c. One other culture represented in the group.

Divide into swbgroups that are either culturally homogeneous, culturally
heterogeneous or organized according to other criteria such as job status,
sex, etc.

Instruct the groups to rank order the values for the entire group and
produce a list which they can agree reflects those values that are most
important and least important for the total group. It may not be possible
for them to arrive at aiconOnsus.

Bring the full group together to discuss the results.

Discussion:

Were the groups able to arrive at a consensus? If not, why not?

How were the values rank ordered by individuals and/or by the groups?
(Record these responses on the board so everyone can see them.)

Was there agreement among participants who are from the same culture
groups?

7,3



What other factors influenced their value selection, i.e., personal
interests, working conditions, sex, etc.

While discussing the reasons for participants' selections, look for
biases (cultural or other) that are being subtly expressed and gently
point them out within the context of the discussion.

Source: Intercultural Coiniuflication Workshop 7rogram of the Intercultural

Network, Inc.

*Developed by Rob Proudfoot, Oregon State University

,

44,4410, k4L,N,
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EXAMPLES OF OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS

1. The major reason the majority of students in my class are studying
English is . . .

2. The instructional materials I use most often are . . .

3. The way(s) I assess the progress my students are making toward their
objectives is (are) . . .

4. The protil I most often face in meeting the needs of my students is . . .

5. I feel most successful when . .
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EXAMPLES OF OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS

1. The major goal in adult ESL is for the student to be able to....

2. The major reason the majority of students in my class are

studying English is

3. / need to know about the cultural bAkgrounds of my students

in order to

4. The purpose of a course outline is

5. The purpose of a lesson plan is

6. The instructional materials I use most often are

7. The supplemental instructional materials I use most often are

8. The way(s) I assess the progress my students are making toward

their objectives are
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ILLINOIS STATEWIDE ESL/ADULT EDUCATION SERVICE CENTER
ILLINOIS ADULT INDOCHINESE REFUGEE CONSORTIUM: INDOCHINA PROFESSIONAL TEACHERIRAINING CENTER

500 South Dwyer Avenue Arlington Heights, Illinois 60005 <312) 070-4157/61

WORKSHO'EVALUATION
Septembtr 1981

PIRECTIONS FOR RESPONDING:

Please circle the number which best expresses your reaction to each of the seven
feedback criteria.

EXAMPLE: The weather was:
excellent 6 5 4 3 2 1 poor

PRESENTER:

1. The organization of the workshop was:
excellent 5 4 3 2 1 poor

2. The objectives of the workshop were:
clearly evident 6 5 4 3 2 1 vague

The work,of the consultantke) was:
excellent 6 4 3 1 poor

4. The ideas and activities presented were:
very interesting 6 5 4 3 2 1 dial

5. The scope (coverage) was:
very adequate 6 5 4 3 2 1 inadequ4e

6. My attendance at this workshop should prove:
very beneficial 6 5 4 3 2 1 no benefit

7. Overall, I consider this workshop:

excellent 6 5 4 3 2 1 poor

77



In order to assist us in collecting and collating data, please circle the
appropriate category for the next five responses concerning your own background:

POSITION: ESL Teacher E'SL Administrator Other

EDUCATION: Highest degree: Associate B.A. M.S. Other

This degree/training was in the field of

ESL Training: Inservice workshop(s) B.A. M.A. None Other

k

ADULT ESL TEACHING EXPERIENCE: Number of years (specify)

OTHER TEACHING EXPERIENCE: Number of years (specify)

OPTIONAL:

The stronger features were (please try to avoid answering "none"):

The weaker features were (please try to avoid ansering "none"):

Suggestions for future activities:

COMMENTS:

ESL/AE/CI-8d
rev. 11/78

THANK YOU FOR YOUR RESPONSE

7 3
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TESOL AFFILIATE ADDRESSES
(Unless otherwise stated, the contact name given is that of the President.)

Alaska (AK ABE)
Emma Widmark
P.O. Box 1492
Juneau, AK 99802

Arizona (AZ-TESOL)
Patricia Mulligan
2563 22nd Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85009
(602)253-5811

Arkansas (ARK-TESOL)
Sera Streiff-Vena
P.O. Box 4069
Asher Station
Little Rock, AR 72204

Baltimore Area TESOL
James Cook
Dept. of English, World
Literature and Linguistics
Towson State University
Towson, MD 21204
(301) 321-2947

California (CATESOL)
Sadae Iwataki
877 Tremaine Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90005
(213)625-6649

Colorado (coTESOL)
Douglas Flahive
1237 Constitution
Fort Collins, CO 80521
home (303)4927.5845
office (303)491-5436/6428

Connecticut (ConnTESOL)
Rosalie Colman
1521 Newfield Ave.
Stamford, CT 06905
(203)255-5411,x-2201

Florida (FATESOL)
Gina Miller
13610 SW,77th St.
Miami, FL 33183

Georgia TESOL
Carol Ruska
165 Stanton Way
Athens, GA 30606
353-8522

Gulf TESOL
Pat Byrd
ELI, 113 Norman Hall
University of Florida,
Gainesville, FL 32611 1

(904) 393-2070

Hawaii (HCTE)
Elizabeth McGonigal
Darrell Schuetz, Execf: Sec
Communication Arts Dept.
Upper Campus,
Kamehameha Schools ,

Honolulu, HI 96813

Illinois TESOL/BE
Richard Orem
Elliot L. Judd, Exec. Sec.
Dept. of Linguistics
University of Illinois
Chicago Circle
Chicago, IL 60680
(312)996-5158

Indiana (INTESOL)
Peter C. Bjarkman
3041 Greenbrier Ave.
West Lafayette, IN 47906
(317)463-6275

Intermountain TESOL
Chris Hall
University of Wyoming,
Department of English" '

University Station Box '3353
Laramie, WY 82071
(307)766-5210

Kentucky TESOL
Donna Bunch
Dept. of English
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, KY 42101

(502)745-4857

Louisiana (LaTESOL)
Edith Babin
Gayle Nesom, Liaison Officer
University of Southwestern

Louisiana
Box 4331
Lafayette, LA 70504

Lower Susquehanna (LOS BESOL)
Carol Blanck
(717)665-5618

'LOS/BESOL
Lancaster-Lebanon I.U. 1/13
1110 Enterprise Rd.
East Petersburg, PA 17520

Massachusetts (MATESOL)
Steven J. Molinsky
15 Arnold Rd.
Wellftley, MA 02181

Michigan (MITESOL)
Jo Ann Aebersold
Dept. of FL and Bilingual

Studies
218 Ford Hall
Eastern Michigan University
Ypailanti, MI 48197
(313)487-0319
(313)665-7284 - home

Mid-America (MIDTESOL)
Carolyn Shields
Department of English
University of Northern Iowa
Cedar Falls, IA 50613

Minnesota (MinneTESOL)
.Joyce Biagini
4660 East 5th'St.
Maplewood, MN 55119
(612) 222-2563

New Jersey (NJTESOL/NJBE)
Carol Shaffer-Koros
NJTESOL/NJBE
P.O. Box 757
Elizabeth, NJ 07207

Virginia P. Rojas, Liaison Off:
Dept. of Educ. Foundations
Trenton State College
Trenton, NJ 08625



New Mexico TESOL
Martha J. Furch
P.O. Box 4159
Albuquerque, NM 87196-
(505)345-1735

New York (NYS ESOL BEA)
Richard Quintanilla
254 W. 82nd St. 02A
New York, NY 10024

North Carolina TESOL
W. Simmons Isler
3151/2 Tate St.

Greensboro, NC 27403

(919)272-6528

Rhode Island (RLABE/ESL)
Charlene Heintz
RIABE/ESL
345 Blackstone Blvd.
Potter Bldg. 104
Province, RI 02906
(617)696-5146

Tennessee TESOL (TNTESOL)
Eston Evans
1057 Mitchell Ave.
Cookeville, TN 38501

(615)528-3787

TEXTESOL-I
Ivonne Durant
Region XIX Education Service
6611 Boeing
El Paso, TX 79925

(915)779-3737
Northern New England (NNETESOL)

Laurel Taylor Ellis
301A Bailey Hall
University of Southern
Gorham, ME 04038

Ohio TESOL
Betty Sutton
Department of English
Ohio State University
Colnmbus, OH 43210
(014)422-6360

Maine

Oregon (ORTESOL)
Marjorie Terdal
8625 S.W. Bohmann Parkway
Portland, OR 97223

244-5714

Pe tv-TESOL East

regory-li-Barnes
201 Main Building
Drexel University
Philadelphia, PA 19104

Puerto Rico TESOL
Betty Prados (809)783-4367
Ylda Farre-Rigar, Exec. Sec.
P.O. Box 22795
U.P.R. Station
Rio Piedras, PR 00931

(809)764-000 x-2186

Curtis W.
Div. of Bi ultural-Bilingual

'ryes

Studies
University 0 Texas
San Antoni&, TX 78285

(512)691-4406

TEXTESOL-III
Timothy Rohinson
P.O. Box 7476
Austin, TX t 78712

TEXTESOL-IV
Victoria Price
57 house Lane
Beaumont X 77707

Washington State (WAESOL)
James W. Tollefson
Dept. of English, GN-30
University of Washington
Seattle, WA 98195

(206) 543-2690

WAESOL
P.O. Box 20312
Seattle, WA 98102

Washington, DC Area (WATESOL)

Jodi Crandall
Center for Applied

Linguistics
3520 Prospect St. N.W.

Cnt. Washington,,D.C. 20007

(202) 298-9292

Wiscdnain (WBTESOL)
Lawrence Bell
ESL Program/CRT868
P.O. Box 413
University of Wisconsin
Milwaukee, WI 53201

(414)963-5757

TEXTESOL V
Don Wb re
Mary Dandas, Liaison Officer
IELI,,North Texas State Univ.
P.O. toim 13258, NT Station
Denton, TX 76203

(817)788-2251

411,



IEORSIERIC DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION SERVICE
P Do* 190 ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22210 (703) 441-1212

OPERATED BY COMPUTER MICROFILM INTERNATIONAL CORP

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
ORDERSY ED NO. (6 digits)

See Resources in Education
(ME)

SPECIFY EITHER:
Microfiche (MF)

OT

Paper Copy (PC)

ENTER UNIT PRICE
(See Below)

ENCLOSE CHECK OR MONEY
ORDER
Payable to EORS In U S
Funds Check must indicate
the U S. transit number of your
banks agency

OR ENCLOSE AUTHORIZED
ORIGINAL PURCHASE ORDER

COMPLETE AND SIGN BELOW

INCLUDE SHIPPING CHARGES
(See Charts Below)

Oat.

Stgnature

UNIT PRICE SCHEDULE

MICROFICHE (MF)

NUMBE R F ICHE EACH ED * PRICE CODE
1 to 5 Lit) to 460 pagesi MF01

6 l4/31 576 pages) MFO2
7 q517 -672 cages) MF133
8 673 768 pages) MF04

Each additional
micwfsche nadOional 96 pages)

Price
$ 91

1 10
1 29
1 48

19

) PAPER COPY (PC)

NUMBER PAGES EACH ED # PRICE CODE
cI to 25 PC01

2610 50 PCO2
5I to 75 PC03
76 to 100 PC04

Each additional
25 pages

Price
$2 00
3 65
5 30
6 95 ,

1 65

SHIP TO:
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ORDER FORM

BILL TO:

ED NUMBER
NO OF NO OF COPIES

PAGES
MF PC

UNIT
PRICE TOTAL

TOTAL NO, OF PAGES SUBTOTAL

--

TAX EXEMPT NO

DEPOI.ACCT, NO,

VA RESIDENTS ADD
454 SALES. TAX

SHIPPING

TOTAL

CHARTS FOR DETERMINING SHIPPING CHARGES

1st CLASS POSTAGE FOR
1-3 4-8 9-14 15-18 19-21 22-27 28-32

MicrofIche Microfiche Microfiche Microfiche Microfiche Microfiche Microfiche

ONLY ONLY ',ONLY ONLY ONLY ONLY ONLY

$ 20 $.37 $ 54 $ 71 $ 88 $1 05 $1 22

U.P.S. CHARGES FOR
,

1lb
1A3-75 MF
or 1-75 PC

PAGES
Not to Exceed

$1 55

2 lbs
76-150

MF or PC
PAGES

Not to Exceed
$1 93

3lbs
151-225

MF or PC
PAGES

Not to Exceed

_
$2 32

4 lbs
226-300

MF or PC
PAGES

Not to Exceed
$2 70

5 fbs
301-375
MF or PC
PAGES

Not to Exceed
$3 09

6 lbs
376-450

MF or PC
PAGES

Not to Exceed
, $3 47

7 lbs
451-525 ..

MF or PC t
PAGES

Not to Exceed
$3 86

8 to 20 lbs
526-1500
MF or PC
PAGES

Not to Exceed
$4 2448 86

NOTE Orders fo.r 33 or mo rnict o iche'dnd all or rs for paper conies n PCn will be hjpuii vi3 UnileA Parco Setv, u O I ht. r nn'sn ofte in uncred

Nosed May IOU
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NATIONAL VOLUNTARY AGENCIES

The American Council of Voluntary Agencies-for Foreign Service, Inc.

Committee on Migration and Refugee Affairs 4

290 Park Avenue South
'New York, NY 10003

(212)777-8210

American Council for Nationalities Service
,20 West 40th Street
New York, NY 10018

(212)398-9142

American Fund for Czechoslovak Refugees, Inc.
1790 Broadway - BOOM 513
New York, NY 10619

(212)265-1919

Buddhist Council for Refugee Rescue and Resettlement

city of Ten Thousand Buddhas
Talmadge, CA 95481
(707)462-0939 ,

"Church World Service
Lmmigration and Refugee Program
475 Riverside Drive, Room 666
New York, NY 10027

(212)870-2164

HIAS, Inc.
200 Park Avenue South
New York,,NY 10003

(212) 674-6800

International Rescue Committee, Inc.
386 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10016

(212)679-0010

Idaho State Voluntary Agency
Melen Huff, Contact Person
Adult Learning Center
Boise State University
Boise, ID 83725
(208)385-3681

Iowa Refugee Service Center
150 Des Moines Street
Des Moines, IA 50316

(515)281-4334

1,40;ran Immigration and Refugee Service
Lutheran CoUncil in the USA
360 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10010

(212)532-6350
(800)223-7656

al



National Council of YMCAs
International Division

. 291 Broadway .

New York, NY ,10007,
(212)374-2284

Tolstoy EoUndation, InE.
Department of Immigratlon and Refugee Resettlement
250 West 57th Street
New'York, NY 10019
(212)247-2922

U.S. CAholic Conference
Migration and Refugee Services
1312 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20005
(20)659-6625

World Relief Refugee Services
National Association of, Evangelicals
P.O. Box WRC
Nyack, NY 10960
(914)353-1444

t.

_
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Cantonese

Cantonese is one form (or "dialect") of Chinese. It is spoken in Southeast China
and has been taken by immigrants to Southeast Asia (especially Vietnam and Cambodia)
and to many Western countries. It is the principal language of Hong Kong and Macao.

- The term "dialect" has been the traditional term used to refer' to the different

forms of Chinese. In point of fact, the different "dialects" of Chinese are really
different languages since most of these "dialects" are not mutually intelligible.

WRITING SYSTEM

Cantonese is written in the traditional Chinese system which is ideographic in

nature. This means that each separate word in the language has a separate written
symbol. All Chinese "dialects" are written in the same system. Since the written
system does not reflect the sound system directly, the same written system is used,
regardless Of dialect involved. This means that the same graphic system is used for

both Cantonese and Mandarin. While the written system is identical, the way the
written form is read out loud will depend on what dialect is involved. In other words,
the same printed page will suffice for both Cantonese and Mandarin (the form of Chinese
spoken in Northern China); Although as spoken languages, Cantonese and Mandarin are
not mutually intelligible. Relying on the,same written form has obscured the con-
siderable difference between the Chinese dialects. It is not clear to what degree

reading skills in Chinese will transfer to English. Note that Arabic numerals are in

use for certain purposes. Written Chinese is traditionally written from top-to-bottom,

left-to-right.

ENGLISH SOUNDS

Probably one of the greatest difficulties facing the Cantonese-speaker learning
English is the English system of sounds. Not only do fewer distinctive sounds occur
in Cantonese as compared to English, but there is severe restriction on where these

sounds may occur in the Cantonese word. As a consequence, great attention must be

given to pronunciation problems, although not at the exclusion of other grammatical

issues facing the Cantonese-speaker learning English.

1 English /b/, /d/, and /g/ are pronounced with voicing; Cantonese /b/, /d/

and /g/ are pronounced voiceless. Consequently, English /b/, /d/, and /g/

may be produced as voiceless and perceived by the English-speaker as /p/, /t/

and /k/. -

-. Cantonese has word-final /p/, /t/, and /k/. These generally occur in

Cantonese unaspirated and unreleased. As a result, it can be expected that
English word-final /pi, /t/, and /k/ will be pronounced unreleased and ,

unaspirated. These sounds so produced in English will be difficult to inter-
pret by an English-speaker who may not be able to distinguish aurally between
the various final stops if not released: Words such as cap, cat, cake,
represent potential problems for the Cantonese-speaker if the final consonants

are not pronounced distinctly.

3. Cantonese /b/, /d/, and /g/ do not occur word-final. This means that the

Cantonese-speaker will not hear the difference between English /p/ and /b/,

/t/ and /d/, and /k/ and /g/ in word-final positions:

tap/tab bat/bad back/bag

4 . In general, Cantonese words can end in /p/, /t/, /k/, /m/, /n/, or /ng/.

Since English has additonal word-final consonants, this means that all

words ending in a consonant other than /m/, /n/, and /ng/ will represent

considerable problems for the Cantonese-speaker learning English.
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5. Cantonese does not distinguish between /r/ and /1/ (/1/ does occur in word-

inittal- poti Lion): "eonsequentkr, aU contrastwil-betwean4r/ and41/ ara a
source of difficulty for the Cantonese-speaker learning English.

6. Cantonese lacks the following sounds found in English:

/v/ as in Vicks (may be confused with English /w/)

/6/ aslin thick (may be confused with English /t/)
/a/ satin they (may be confused with English /d/)

as in zoo (may be confused with English /s/)
/eh/ as in she (may be confused with English /s/)

-/zh/ as in pleasure (may be confused with English /s/)

7. Cantonese lacks initial consonantal clusters (such as class, street, etc.).
Thus, all initial clusters represent a potential problem for the Cantonese-

speaker.

8. Cantonese lacks word-final consonantal clusters (such as ask, fifth, etc.).
This liplies that all word-final consonantal clusters will represent problems
fOr the Cantonese-speaker learning English.

9. Most Cantonese words are either one syllable or two syllables in length.
Engliah words may contain far more than two syllables. This represents
problems for the Cantonese-speaker learning English since stress patterns

tend tO be characteristic of individual words (that is, the position of
the dttesSed syllable has to be learned for each word---there are patterns
of stress in English, but these are complex). English can have several

degrees of stress within one word: elevator-operator. The appropriate
positioning of stress within an English word or expression is crucial.
Note the difference between export (noun) and export (verb). Distinctions

of this type ate tot found in Cantonese. Special attention will have to

be given t the correct positioning of stress in English.

10. English ha a considerable number of internal consonantal clusters (clusters

occurring ithin the word): textbook, bathtub, icecream, costly, fifthieth,

etc. Cant nese lacks such clusters and, thus, all represent a potential
problem in the learning of English.

11. ,Since Cantonese has a complex system of vowels, the vowel system of English

represents far fewer problems in learning English than do the consonants.

Among the vowel contrasts that will be a source of problems for the English

learner are:

a) /m/ /e/: as in bat/but. Cantonese has a vowel that is produced about
inidwdybetween the two English vowels.

b) /0/ I /ow/: as in bought/boat. Although tantonese has vowel sounds.similar

to these two sounds in English, these vowel sounds are not distinguished--
whicli of the two vowel sounds occurs depending on where in the word

thg Vowel occurs. Cantonese-speakers will have a difficult time hearing

the difference between words containing-the /0/ - /ow/ distinction in

English.

c) /i/ -,/iy/: as in bit/beat. Cantonese has sounds similar to the English

vowels /i/ and /iy/. However in Cantonese there is a tendency to have

one of these vowels occur before certain consonants, while the other

occurs at the end of words. This lack of functional distinction in

Cantonese will make 4.t difficult for the Cantonese-speaker to hear the

difference between English /1/ and /iy/.

d) /u/ /uw/: as in put/boot. Cantonese does not have this vocalic distinction.



Hence, the English diatinction will be ,a problem. Given tha relatively
low frequency of thia contrast in English, this will noi constitute a

-- major-problem,-
-

e) Cantonese vowels are nasalized after a nasal sound (like /n/, /m/, /ng/).
English vowels are generally not nasalized after nasal sounds. Hence,

English NO will be pronounced with a nasalized. vowel. This is a

relatively minor problem.

SYNTAX

1. A striking difference between English and Cantonese is that in English
the shape of a word may undergo change: I-ME-MY-MINE, SEE-SAW-SEES-SEEN,
PHOTOGRAPHY-PHOTOGRAPH, etc. In Cantonese, the shape of the word is invariant.
This implies that the inflectional morphology will be a source of problems
(particularly with suffixes such as -s, -s (genitive), -ed (tense), -s (tense)
-ing, etc.).

2. Since Cantonese words do not change shape, it can be expected that Cantonese
will lack subject-verb concord: I SPEAK ENGLISH/HE SPEAKS ENGLISH. This

will be a source of considerable problems for the Cantonese-speaker learning
English.

3. Cantonese lacks the-singular-plural distinction. Hence, the obligatory
marking of plurality in English will be a source of problems for the Cantonese-
speaker.

4. Cantonese does not have the type of grammatical gender distinction corre-
sponding to English SHE/HE/IT. Hence, pronominal distinctions in English

will be a serious problem for the Cantonese-speaker. Note that the Cantonese-

speaker not only will have to learn the difference between HE/SHE/IT in English,
but will also have to learn that thqse pronouns take different shapes, depending
on their use in the sentence: HIS/HER/ITS, HIM/HER/IT, HE/SHE/IT.

5. Negation in Cantonese is indicated by placing the negative particle 7n03 before

the verb. Negation in English is quite complex (compared to Cantonese),
since in English the negative particle NOT sometimes occurs before the verb,
other times after the verb:

I smoke. I do not smoke.

I can swim. I can not swim.
I am home. I am not home.

Negation will be a problem for the Cantonese-speaker learning English.

6. Yes-no questions in Cantonese are colwructed by coupling the negative and
positive forms for the verb together, plus the placement of a particle.
English question formation is quite complex. Hence, it can be expected that
question formation (of the yes-no type) will be a serious problem for the
Cantonese-speaker learning English.

7. Wh-questions (those requiring information words such as WHO, WHOM, WHERE, etc.)

in Cantonese require the question word to be placed at the end of the sentence.
In English such question words occur at the beginning of the sentence. Hence,

wh-questions will be a serious problem for the Cantonese-speaker learning
. English. The problem is further made more difficult by the change of the
sentence that may be needed (in addition to the placing of the wh-word):

What does John do?
Who is John?
What does John have?



The elements in a Cantonese sentence are not switched about in the formation
of a wh-question._ The English wh-question formation is qutte complex and
difficult to learn at first.

8. Subject pronouns are frequently omitted in Cantonese. .In English subject

pronouns are generally obligatory. Hence, the tendency to omit the subject

pronoun may be carried over into English. This will require practice on the

part of the Cantonese-speaker.-

9. Forms corresponding to the verb TO BE in English are often omitted in

Cantonese. English rarely omits any form,of the verb TO BE. Hence, the
obligatory presence of TO BE in English.will be a source of problems for
the learner of English who speaks Cantonese.

10. 'While Cantonese has pprticle constructions that correspond to the English
definite ar4icle (THE), more often definiteness is indicated in Cantonese
by very different means (by reference to the topic-comment distinction).
This Lmplies that Engllish articles (THE, A(N), SOME, ANY) will be quite
difficult to master. The tendency will be to omit the deftnitg article, in

particular. This is due to the fact that in Cantonese the structure of
the sentence indicates definiteness, not a specific word corresponding to

the English THE. The article will require extensive practice for the

Cantonese-speaker.



.àri (Afghan Persian)

Dari is the torm of Persian spoken in Afghanistan. Although it shares many charac-
teristics with Farsi (the Persian spoken in Iran), there are considerable differences
between these two forms of Persian. Dari is,one of two official languages of

Afghanistan (the other being Pushto). Educated Afghans generally speak Danl.

Dari, along with Farsi and Tadjik, form an important branch of the Indo-Iranian language

family. These languages are distantly related to English since both Indo-Iranian
and English belong to the Indo»European family of languages. However, the rela-
tionship between English and Dari is too distant to be of much practical use for the

Dari-speaker learning English. Dari, Farsi and Tadjik are often referred to as

"Persian."

ORTHOGRAPHY

Dari is written in a'immiified version of the Arabic alphabet. Nis alphabet is

written from right-to-left. ye_should note tnat many of the Dari vowels are not

represented in thewriting system. Punctuation signs are generally not useckin written

Dari either. Consequently, learning to, read (and write) English will constute

a major problem for the Dari-speaker learning English Note also that despite the

fact that the numbers in English and Dari both derive,from a common source (namely,

Arabic), the numbers are written very differently and require some initial attention.

VOWELS

Dari has eight vowels'. In general', Dari-speakers will find few problems in_learning

English vowels, with the exceptions noted below.

I. Distinguishing between English /i/ and /e/ (as in bit and bet: respectivel0'

will prove a major problem. This is due to the fact that dl-e Dari vowel /e/

is produced midway between the positions for English /i/ and /e/r

2. l)ari has one low vowel (/a/), while English has three low voWels (/a/,/m / and

/1-4). Thus, distinguishing among sets of words such as cat, cot, and caught,

will be a particular problem.

3. English /-D/ and /o/ (as in caught, and coat, respectively) represent a problem,

since Dari lacks a sound equivalent to English Li/.

CONSONANTS

Most English consonants, with the exceptions noted below, have equivalents in Dari

so that few Fxub1emsi4ll be encountered with consonadts. The major exceptions

are:

1. English /0/ and rg have no equivalents in Dari. The Dari-speaker will tend'

to substitute /t/ and /d/ for English /0/ (as in thick) and f'(./ (aS in their).
,

2 Englishf-vt-tnar-beer-problem-fcrr-aome-Dari speakers since this sound occurs

rarely if at all ,in the speech of most Dari-speakers. There will be a tendency

to confuse /v/ with the English /w/. Thus, English vine is apt to be pronounced

as wine.

3. Dari does not distinguish /q/ from /n/ (the sound /0/ occurs as a variant of

/n/ before sounns such as /k/ and /g/ in Dari). Thus, the Dari-speaker will

not readily distinguish between English sing and sin.

4. English /r/ is produced very differontly from Dari /r/, Dari /r/ is a trill,
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similar to Spanish /rr/. This does not consitute a major probLem but attention

should be paid to the pronunciation of English /r/.

SYNTACTIC CONSIDERATIONS

1. Subject pronouns are optional in Dari. In Engli h they are always obligatory.1 .
Hence, the Dari-speaker learning English will te d to omit the subject pronoun in

English (this is especially true of the subject p onoun IT).

2. Gender is not indicated in Dari. The subject pronoun 0 is equivalent to English

HE/SHE/IT. The three-waypistinction found in English third-person pronoqns in
the singular will consitute a major area of difficulty for the Dari speaker
learning English.

3. In Dial, nouns occur in the singular after numbers:

mez meza yag mez du mez

TABLE TABLES ONE TABLE
(

TWO TABLE ( = two tables)

.),Thus, one c n expect this grammatical rule in Dari to be carried over into English

producing such iteus as TWO TABLE and FIVE BOOK.

4. The most frequent position for the verb in the Dari senkence is at the end.

English tends to favor subject-verb-object sequences, white'bari favors subject-

object-verb. This will present serious problems for the beginning student of

English who speaks Dari.

5. Negation in Dari,s made by prefixing the negative particle n(a) to the verb.

English has a co0p1tex system for indicating negation. It can be assumed that

the English systamiwill constitute a serious problem for the Dari-speaker.

b. Yes-no questions in Dari are made by raising the voice; the elements in the

sentence are not otherwi_se changed. This differs greatly from English where

yes-no question formation is quite complicated. This will require special

attention.

7. Note that in Dari the negative prefix receives stress. In English, the negative

particle NOT is ienerally not stressed, except in contrastive situations.

8. Wh-questions in Dari involve placing the wh-word before the verb. In English,

the wh-word occurs at the beginning of the sentence.

dakan kuja-s

SHOP WHERE IS = where is the shop?

9. Dari equivalents to the English verb BE occur as suffixes and are generally

placed at the end of the sentence. Thus, the-Dari-Speaker faces'two major

probleUs: English BE is an independent verb (not a suffix as in Dari), and

English BE can occur-ep the-beginning of the sentence, whereas in Dari the

equivalent ocCurs as a suffix at the end of the sentence.

10. Adjectives in Dari are placed after the noun, with a linking paricle between

the noun and adjective:

shar-e-kalan

CITY-particle-LARGE = large cid/
The Dari-speaker will tend to place the adjective after the noun in English.

11. Definiteness is marked by a suffix onlyrin object position. This means that

Dari lacks an equivalent to the article( THE when this article occurs with

subject houns. As a consequence, artiCle,usage in subject position wilLbe
i!

a particular problem.



Rumatiian/Moldavian

, Rumanian is a Romance language most closely related to Italian, but having
much In common with the other Romance languages such as French and Spanish. Rumanian
has borrowed extensively from-neighborj.ng.languages so that its basic vocabulary
is heavily influenced by the presence of Slavic, Turkish, and Greek borrowings.
The majority of Rumanian-speakers live in Rumania, although a'number of Rumanian-
speakers also live in the Soviet Union in the Moldavian Socialist Soviet Republic..
The variety of Rumanian spoken in Moldavia is called Moldavian. The main difference
between Rumanian and Moldavian resides in (1) a difference in alphabets used---
,Rumanian is written in the Latin alphabet, Moldavian ip the Cyrillic; (2) Moldavian
has borrowed extensive technical vocabulary items from Modern Russian, while Rumanian
has tended to borrow technical items .from French or Italian. Rumanian and Moldavian

should be regarded as varieties of the same language.
Since both Rumanian and English share many words in common (due to the presence

of Latin-origin words in both languages), there will be many similaritiea between
English vocabulary and, to a limited extent, pronunciation that will make the learning
of Englisheasier as compared to the task facing speakers of languages from SoUtheast
Asia or the Middle East.

WRITING SYSTEM

Since Rumanian is written in the Roman alphabet, the reading skills of Rumanian-
speakers will transfer to English quite readlly. Moldavian-speakers will have to
learn to adapt to a different alphabet, but the reading skills of the Moldavian-
speaker will also transfer to English with out difficulty. Keep in mind that the
writing systems for both Rumanian and"Moldavian are quite systematic and haVe few ,
of the irregularities found in the English writing system. The irregularities found

in English will be a source of problems for the Rumanina7 or Moldavian-speaker learning
English.

ENGLISH SOUNDS

MoSt consonants in English are also found in Rumanian. Word-initial and word-

final consonant clusters will not be a particular problem for the Rumanian-speaker.
Among the English consonants that present a particular problem for the learner of

English are the following:

4114 1. English /e! (as in thick) is a problem since it will be confused with either

English /s/ or it/: thick may be heard and pronounced as sick or tick. This

is duo to the fact that /e/ does not occure in Rumanian. 4

Z. English /--.t (as in they) does not occur in'Rumanian. Hence, English //

, may be heard and pronounced as'either*,/d/ or /z/: they may be confused with

day and "zay."

3. EnglIsh /ng/ (as in sing occurs in Rumanian only as a variant oi in/ before

/k/ or /g/. This implies that the Rumanian will not distinguish between
sun and sung. Most Rumanian-speakers will lack.a /ng/ at the end of a word.

4. English /1/ has a "dark" pronunciation whenever it occurs at theend of

a word (or syllable). The Rumanian-speaker will tend to either nut hear it

at all or confuse it with hal. This means that words such as bell, bill,

bull, ball, etc., will be difficult to pronounce because of the final /1/.

English /p/, /t/, and /k/ as in pea, tea, and key are aspirated whenever

these sounds precede a ressed syllable. Rumanian /p/, /t/, and /k/,are

generally pronounced out aspiration. Aspirlpepn refeTs to the small

puff of air assoc d w th these sounds in English. The 110k of aspiration

when required i ish may result in these sounds being interpreted as *

/b/, /d/ and /g/.



SYNTAX

1.. The definite article in Rumanian is a suffix that follows the noun:

profesor-Ul PROFESOR-THE ,= the profesor
?

The indefiniteartiele in Rumanian occurs before the noun_as a separate
word (as in EngliSh).. The position of the definite article in_English
skil represent a new pattern for the.Rumanian-speaker reaming English.

2. The definite.artiele does not occur after a preposition in Rumanian. This

means that errors of the following type may be expected:

AN APPLE UNDER TABLE = an apple under the table
A BOOK ON TABLE = a book on the table

3. While adjective§ in Rumanian may precede the noun they modify as in English,
a more common paCtern is to have the adjective follow the noun modified.
This is a new pattern for the Rumanian-speaker that will require attention.

4. Subject pronouns in the first- and second-persons (corresponding to I, YOU,
WE) are not obligatory in Rumanian. In English all subject pronouns are
generally obligatory. This means that the Rumanian-speaker learning English
will have to learn not to omit such subject pronouns in English.

S. Third person pronouns when these refer to non-human nouns (i.e., the names
of things and animals) generally do not occur in Rumanian---the noun referring
to animals or things being either repeated or omitted. In particular, all
constructions involving IT as subject in Englis4lare of particular difficulty
for the Ruamnian-speaker learning English.

6. The indefinite article does not occur in sentences where a noun occurs
acPoss the copula (where the copula is equivalent to English BE):

Eu sIntAstudent. I AM STUDENT* (for English: I aura student)

7. Rumanian negates a verb by placing the negatiVe particle, nu, before the
verb.

Eu nu sfnt student. = I am not a student.

Negation in English is very complex. The negative particle, NOT, sometimes
may occur before the verb (with the obli#tory occurrence of DO): I DO NOT
SMOKE. At other times the negative particle occurs after such verb-like
items as the auxiliaries and modals: I AM NOT A STUDENT; I HAVE NOT BEEN,

A STUDENT. The various ways of constructing negative sentences in English
will be a very difficult task for the Ruamnian-speaker learning English.

8. English has relatively fixed word-order. Most English sentences tend to

be subject-verb-object. Rumanian has what is called "scrambling rules."
This means that the Oord-order in Rumanian is often rearranged for stylistic
reasons or for stressing one element versus another:

0 chifla iau. A ROLL I'LL HAVE have a roll.

Tau si eu unu. I'LL HAVE ALSO I ONE = l'll also have one.

Note that the Rumanian examples could also occur as:

Tau o chifla. I'LL HAVE A ROLL.

Si eu iau unu. I'LL ALSO HAVE ONE.

The fixed word-order found in English will be a source of difficulty for

the Rumanian-speaker learning English.

9. Yes-no questions in Rumanian can be formed either by invertinPthe subject
and verb or by simply producing the declarative version of the sentence with

9



rising intonation. Question-formation repreSents a considerable challenge

in English for the Rumaniannspeaker.

10. The present tense in Rumantan corresponds to English present progressive,

emphatic present, simple present, and immediate future:

(eu) invat I AM LEARNING
I DO LEAR1V
I LEARN
I'LL LEARN/I AMHGOING TO LEARN

-
The English tense is more complex than the Rumanian. This means tha e

Rumanian-speaker will have difficulty with the forMS-nf the present

in English.
-*

11. Note that in Rumanian possession is marked by a combination of no

definite article suffix + Pbssessive pronoun:

-

profesor-ul meu PROFESSOR - THE MY = my professor

The order of4the English equivalent of the Rumanian possessive i roxi-

mately the opposite. This will constitute a major difficulty ingtthsh

grammar for the Rumanian-speaker.

12. Rumanian has a passive structure parallel tolsthat found in EngliSti.

However, the passive structure in Rumanian occurs very infrequently

(especially in the spoken language). Passive structures in English Will-

represent a difficult syntactic pattern for the Rumanian-spea* to Oaster.
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Polish

Approximately 35,000,000 people speak Polish---mostly in Poland and adjacent
areas of the U.S.S.R. Polish is written in a form of the Roman alphabet. 'Given
the high levels of literacy in Poland, it can be expected that most Polish-speakers
will be literate.

The Polish alphabet is highly consistent and represents the sounds of the Polish

language fairly well. Some of the letters in the Polish alphabet have values that
are quite close to the values that corresponding letters have in the Enlgish alphabet.
The following letters have similar pronunciation in both languages: f, k, m, n, p,

s, t, v, x, y; The following letters are pronounced stmilarly in both languages in
other than'word-final position:lb, d, 1, z; g is pronounced as the 2, in girl; h, and
r are pronounced differently in Polish, but generally recognizably to an English-

speaker. However; some of the letters and combinations of letters in Polish have
very different values from those expected by an English-speaker:

w (v) (w) (y)

(ti) sz (sh) rz (zh) as in pleasure

(zh) ch (h) ch (ch)

di (j) (ni) as in onion

In general, reading skills in Polish will transfer readily to English.

ENGLISH SOUNDS

English consonants will not present a major problem to the Polish-speaker learning

English. The major problem will be the presence of voiced consonants at the end of

words in English---in Polish, only voiceless stops and friCatives occur (these are

discussed below). Other potential problems are described as follows:

1. In Polish, stres; occurs on the next-to-last syllable in a word with

two or more syllables. In English, stress can occur on any syllable,

although stress in fixed for each individual word. Thus, differences

such as, export (noun) and export (verb) will represent something new

for the Polish-speaker learning English.

2. The following consonants have no equivalents in Polish; these will
constitute a particular problem for the Polish-speaker:

a) /0/ as in thick; Polish-speakers will tend to substitute /t/ or /s/.

b) /6/ as they; Polish-speakers will tend to substitute /d/ or /z/.

c) /ng/ as tn sia; Polish-speakers will tend tb substitute ./nk/.

d) /1/ as in bell; the so-called dark '1' does not occur in Polish;
Polish-speakers will substitute a clear '1' (similar to the /1/ in

late); the main problem is that Polish-speakers will tend not to hear
the dark '1' or else perceive it as some form of /w/.

3. The Polish upiceless stops /p/, /t/, and /k/ are pronounced without

aspiration_ithat is, the small puff of air that accompanies these
sounds in English before a stressed vowel; compare the two 'p's in

paper---the first one is produced with aspiration in English, the

second without aspiration). English-speakers tend to interpret un-

aspirated voiceless stops as voiced---that is, if the first 'p' is

not aspirated in paper, thevword will sound like 'baper' to an Engfish-

speaker.



3. In Polish, no voiced at4a-T'and fricatives (sounds like /b/, /d/, /g/

and /v/, /z/) occur at the end of words. This means that English words

such as: rib will be pronounced as rip
red- ret

rag rack

save safe

eyes ice

4. PoliSh does not allow combinations of*consonants that are voiced and
voicOless---combinations of consonants in Polish are either all voiced

or.a 1 voiceless. This means that English consonant clusters such as

beJds (bedz) will be pronounced as (bets) (the final consonant has to
be voiceless since Polish does not allow voiced fricatives in word-final

position; in turn, the consonant before a voiceless sound has to be
voiceless also). This means that the inflectional suffixes such as -(e)s
for plurality or for the contracted form of is, as well as for the sign
of the third person present tense marker, and -ed as the sign of past tense,
will all be pronunciation problems when these are fully voiced as in:

beads
ribs
Bob's
raids
tags
lived
buzzed

pronounced as beats

Yips
Bop's
rates
tacks
lift
bussed

A

The English vowel-system will be difficult for the Polish-speaker since Polish has

eight distinct vowels, of which three have no couhterparts in English. The remaining

five vowels are similar to those found in languages such as Spanish and Italian.

A further complication is that Polish lacks diphthongs---English has a complex

system of diphthongs.

5. English /1/ and /iy/ (as in bit, and beat, respectively) represerits a

difficult contrast for the Polish-speaker since Polish has only one vowel

corresponding to-two vowels in English. The Polish-speaker will not be
'

able to distinguis

/aft(ah
b ween such pairs as sit/seat, bid/bead, etc.,-6. English /e/ and s in bet and bat, respectively) are a problem

since Polish lacks this disanction. Hence, pairs such as bed/bad,

met/mat will be a source of difficulty.

7. English /a/ and /9/ (as in cot and cut, respectively).

8. English /ow/ and /0/ (as in coat and canght, respectively).

9. English /a/ and /0/ (as in cot-and caught, respectively).

10. English /a/ and /r49/ (as.in cot and cat, respectively).

11. English /e/ and /0/ (as in bet and but, respectively).

SYNTAX

1. Polish allows subject pronouns to be eliminated; English requires subject

pronouns: On wyjechat z Poznania. = Wyjechat z Poznania.

HE LEFT POZNAN (HE),LEFT POZNAN

This implies that Polish-speakers learning Aglish will tend to omit the

subject pronouns in English: !cLeft Poznan.

2. Polish has certain ftsubjectless" verbs---such verbs generally requir

IT as subject in English. It can be expected that the subject IT wi
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tend to be omitted:
Pedalo wczoraj.
Bylo ciemno.
Jestnam zimno.

(IT) RAINED YESTERDAY.
(IT) WAS DARK.
(IT) IS (TO US) COLD. = We are.cold.

3. English has relatively fixed word-order; Polish has "scrambling" rules.
Polish allows the rearrangement of words for stylistic reasons as well
as for other.syntactic reasons (indication of definiteness, etc,):-

Janek dal ksiaiks swojej matce.
Ksiaiks dal Janek swojej matce.
Janek dal swojej matce ksisiks.
Swojelmatce Janek dal ksisiks.

The fixed-word order in English will represent a problem for the Polish-
speaker learning Efiglish.

4. The Polish present tense forms correspond to English simple present tense
as well as the present progressive form:

Ja pzytam. -I AM READING/I READ.

The English progressive forms will be a particular problem for the Polish-

speaking student.

5. English question-formation is a problem for the Polish-speaker since
Polish forms yes-no questions Or placing an interrogative particle at
the beginning of the sentence, but the rest of the sentence is similar
to the declarative form (the interrogative particle is-often omitted,

intonation signals a question in such an event):

Zamykacie,okna. YOU'ARE CLOSING THE WINDOWS.

Czy 'zambykacie okna. ARE YOU CLOSING THE WINDOWS.

Inversion of subject and verb does occur in Polish yes-no questions if

the interrogative particle is omitted and the subject is panipani (YOU):

Pan pamista to slowo. YOU REMEMBER THE WORD.

Pamdsta pen to siowo? DO YOU REMEMBER THE WORD?

6. Information questions in English are a, problem since in Polish information

questions are formed by'placing the information question-word at the begin-

ning of the sentenCe, the elements in the sentences remain in the same order

as followed in declarative sentences:

Co Janek bodzie robil? WHAT JOHN WILL DO? = What will John do?

Note that subject-verb inversion Is optionally allowed in Polish in certain

tyPes of information questions:

Co bsdzie Janek robil? WHAT WILL JOHN DO?

In general, ail queeition formations in English are most likely to be a

problem for the Polish7speaker learning English.

7. Negation in English is quite complicated when compared to Polish. Polish

negates a sentenceby placing the negative particle nie before the verb:

John gave the book to his
mother.

Oni nie ptrgszli. THEY 'MD NOT RUN.

on nie bsdzie widzial. HE WILL NOT SEE.

On nie wiedzial. .
HE DID NOT KNOW.

In English, the negative particle NOT (N'T) sometimes occurs before the

verb (with DO support), sometimes after the verb (in the case of auxiliaries

and modals). Negation in English will require considerable attention.

8. Polish indicates definiteness by placing the definite noun at the beginning
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of the sentence; indefiniteness is marked*by placing the indefinite noun

at the end of the sentence. PoliSh does not have anything corresponding

directly to the THE/A(N) distinction English makes. Hence, article,usage

will represent one of the most difficult areas of English grammar for the

Polish-speaker learning English.

9. Adjectives precede the noun in Polish ( a parallel to English usage); however

there are some significant differences between English and Polisti as to place-

ment of adjectives: if the adjective refers to an intrinsic property of the

noun, then the adjective is placed after the noun:

stary niedzwiedz OLD BEAR

niedzwiedz brunatny BROWN BEAR ("Brown" is an intrinsic
property, hence the ad-
jective is placed after
the noun.)

energia sioneczna SOLAR ENERGY

robotnik przemysiowy INDUSTRIAL WORKER

10. The English present perfect has no direct equivalent in Polish. This

implies that all present perfect constructions will be a problem for

the Polish-speaker learning English:

On jui oddawna mieszka w Warszawie.

HE LIVES FOR A LONG TIME ALREADY IN WARSAW = He has lived in Warsaw
for a long time.

In genetki, Polish has a combination of present tense and adverb as an

equivalent-of the Englsih present perfect. Thus, you can expect the student

who speaks Polish to substitute a present tense form for the present perfect

in English.

11. Verbs in Polisti occur in two basic shapes: imperfective (denoting an action

which is in progress or habitual or frequent) and erfective (denoting an

action already completed):

czytac TO READ, TO BE READING

przeczytac TO HAVE READ, TO FINISH READING

dac TO GIVE

dawac TO HAVE GIVEN

On dawai. HE USED TO egyA/HE GAVE/HE WAS GIVING

On dai. HE HAS GIVEN/ GAVE (ONCE)

Note that Polish marks a difference by the use of two (related) verbs;

English makes the difference by the use of different tenses or even by

using auxiliary vetbs (such as used to, have, be, etc.). This is a major

difference between Polish and English and will be a source of difficulty

for the Polish-speaker learning English.



Farsi (Persian)

Farsi, an Indo-Iranian language spoken in Iran, is closely related to Dari (spoken
in Afghanistan) and Tadjik (spoken in Afghanistan and the U.S.S.R.). These three
languagesmare often referred to as "Persian." Farsi is distantly related to
since both English and Farsi belong to the Indo-European family of Languages. Ho ever,

the historic relationship between Farsi and English is too distant.to be,of any prac-
tical use to the Farsi-speaker learning English.

ORTHOGRAPHY

Farsi is written in a modified version of the terabit alphabet. The Farsi alphabet

is written from right-to-left'. The Farsi writingsystem does not represent all of
the major sound classes. In garicuIar, many of the vowels in Farsi are often not
represented by the writing system. As a consequence, the English-learner who is
literate in Farsi will not be able to transfer much when learning to read EngliSh,.
Nmtothat punctuation signs are qpt generally used in written Farpi. These will
also constitute a major porblem in learhing to both read and write English.

ENGLISH VOiJELS

Farsi has eight major vowels. Since English has more vowel sounds than Farsi has,
and in addition, Edglish has sone vowel sounds that Farsi lacks, it can be expected
that the Farsi-speaker learning English will find certain English vowels particularly

troublesome to master. Among these are:
/

1. English /i/ and /e/ (the vowels in bit and bet, respectively). Farsi has

a vowel sound that is similar.to both of these English vowels. Consequently,

the Farsi-speaker will not distinguish between the vowels in bit and bet.

2. English /a/ has no near equivalent in Farsi. Farsi has a vowel that is
somewhat similar to English /w/ (as in cat) and English /e/ (as in cut). This
means that vowel /e/ will be confused wi-iil English /w/ (at times), aiid that

the vowel /e/ will ha
11(

to be taught as a special pronunciation problem.

3. English /a/ and./e/ (a in cot and cut, respectively) will be a problem
since Farsi lacks an equivaient to English /e/.

4. English /D/ (as in taught) has no equivalent in Farsi. The nearest vowel

sounds in Farsi to English /D/ are /a/ and /o/. Thus, the Farsi-speaker
will fihd English /a/, /D/ and /ow/ (as in cot, caught, coat, respectively)
particularly dif4cu1t to master at first.

ENGLISH CONSONANTS

The Farsi-speaker will find most English consonants relatively easy to master since

Farsi has many consonants similar to those found in English. However, there may be

differences in distribution (where in the word the sound can occur) that will have

to be paid attention to. The major difficulties appear to be the following:

1. Farsi /b/, /d/, and /g do not occur at the end of words. This means

that "English words ending in /b/, /d/, and 44(as in lab, lad, and las) .

will be a problem since the farsi-speaker will`tend to substitute /p/,

/t/ and /k/ for English /b/, /d/,.and /g/ respectively: lab, lad, lag

will be konounted (and heard) as lap, lat, lack.
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2. Farsi has a sound similar to,English'/zh/ (as in pleasure). However, Farsi

. /zh/ does not occur at the end of words. This means that English words such
as rouge, garage, beige,will most likely be pronounced with /sh/'inStedd of

/zh/. This is a relatively minor problm.

3. Fatal. /r/ is a trilled sound, similar to Spanish/rr/. English /r/ is pro-
nounced differently, thus English /r/ is a pronunciation'problem for the Farsi-

speaker. But this is also a relatively minor problem.

4. Farsi /1/ ig pronounced similarly to the English /1/ in late. English /1/ as

in bill represents a sound that does not occur in Feral.. The Farsi-speaker
will probabb., either not hear the English 11/ at the'end of a *ord,or inter-

pret it as sone sort,of vowel-sound. Either way, English /1/ at the end'of

a word represents a particular problem for the Farsi-speaker learning English.

5. Farsi /1/ and /t/ are devoiced at the end of words. English /1/ and /r/

are fUlly voiced in such positions. English-speakers, will not interpret a

devoiced /1/ dr /r/ as /1/ or /r/. Thus, the Farsi-speaker will have to
learn to voice /1/ and /r/ at the end of words.

6. English /0/ and /8/ (as in thin and there, respeCiively) have no equivalents

in Feral- The Farsi-speaker will tend to substitute /t/ and /d/ for these

English consonants. This represents a relatively major problem that will

require extensive practice.

SYNTACTIC CONSIDERATIONS

I. The most frequent position for the verb in Farsi is at the end of the sentence.

The favorite sentence type iS subject-object-verb. This is,in.contrast to '

English sUbject-verb-object. Thus, one can expect errors of the'following type:

The man a letter wrote.
The woman bread is baking.'

2. Negation is marked by prefixing the negative particle na to the verb.

&Man I SAW
nadidam I DIDN'T SEE
ndayam I AM COMING

nandayam I AM NOT COMING

We should note that English has a very complicated system for showing negation.

Sometimes the negative particle occurs before the verb (but attached to the empty

tense carrier DO) and sometimes after the verb (as with the verb BE). The Farsi

system is faesimpler, thus, one can expect a considerable amount of trouble in

learning the English system of negation. An additional major difference between

English and. Farsi in respect to negation is that in Farsi the negative prefix

is alwys stressed. In English, the negative particle is stressed ohly in con-

trastiIe situations. This also represents an additional learning probleefor

the Farsi-speaker learning English.

3. Possesion is marked in Farsi by suffixation:

dust-endn FRIEND-OUR mis our friend

A further complication is that Farsi does not distinguigh between grammatical

gender so that HIS/HER/ITS are represented by the same suffix, -esh:

dustoesh HIS FRIEND or HER FRIEND or rrs FRIEND

11*
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This means that (1) the positidn of the possessive pronoun will be a new thing,
to learn, and (2) gender distinctions in-English will also be a particular
problem. Seemingly simple expressions in English such-as HIS BOOK vs. HER BOOK
represent a major problem for the Farsi-speaker learning English.

4. Farsi distinguishes between human and non-hum4n categories. That is, the
Parsi pronoun 0 is equivalent to English HE and SHE; Farsi An is roughly
equivalent to English IT. As with the possessive pronouns, the.subject pronouns
in English will represent a complication as seen from the Farsi-speaker's point
of view. As a result, confusion between HE and SHE can be expected by the
ESL teacher.

5. Farsi nouns are not pluralized after a number. This implies that English

expressions requiring plural marking will occur in the singular form afier nUmbers:

TWO FRIEND (instead cif two friends)

THREE HORSE (insteaeof three horses)

6. Farsi does not have a direct equivalent of the definite article in English, THE.
Direct objects are marked with a special suffix to indicate definiteness (in such
cases being equivalent to English THEO:

man ga gereftam
I MONEY GOT = I got money

Man pOl-ra gereftam
MONEY-THE GOT = I got the money

In the cases where the noun is in subject position, no marking occurs for definiteness.

This means that the THE/A distinction in English will represent a particular problem

for the Farsi-speaker learning English. However, in object position, there is an

indication of indefiniteness. This suggests that the definite article THE should

first be introduced in object position.

7. Un1.ike English, Farsi does ot alter the sequence of elements in a sentence to

ind te a question. Yes-no estions are formed by intonation (the voice rises

to fo a question). Englis as a very complex system of question-formation.

This s tem constitute k serious problem for the English-learner.

8. Wh-quest ons (in ormation questions) are formed by placing the equivalent of the

wh-word (equival ts of WHO, WHEN, WHERE, ete.) immediately befor the verb. The

wh-word can also be placed at the beginni of the Sentence (as in English), but

this is relatiVe infrequent. Thus, wh question formation in English is also

a difficult area for learning.

9. Subject pronouns are optional in Farsi. In English subject pronouns are obligatory.

Thus, one can expect the Farsi-speaker to produce sentences without subject pronouns.

This represents a serious problem.

10. Plurality is signaled by suffixation. This is parallel to what happens in English.

However, in Farsi the plural suffix is stressed (whereas in English it is never

stressed):
'zan WOMAN
zan-AN . WOMEN (with the suffix receiving stress)

rt. -Farsi differs Prom English in one'major area, namely, Farsi does not have con-

structions equivalent to English infinitives.

man mitavAnam AnjA beravelm
I CAN THAT I-GO I can go

man mdkhaham ke 0 bênvisad
I'WANT THAT HE GOES I want him to go .



-

This repreaenjm a major difference between English and Farsi and will
'constitute o e of the major learniig problems for the Farsi-speaker learning

. English.

12. Farsi equiv ents of English BE can occur as either a verb (in which case it
is similar to English) or as a suffix attached to adjectives, etc. Thus,

'sentences sue as HE IS HAPPY, IS HERE, etc. are problems since the equivalents

in Farsi ha suffixeS instead of separate verbs.
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